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Thesis summary 

A decline in the resources that support small scale fisheries has resulted in the 

implementation of various spatial (e.g., no-take marine reserves) and non-spatial (e.g., 

quotas, gear restrictions) management strategies to reduce the impacts of overfishing. In 

Melanesia, a lack of compliance with government enforced strategies has resulted in a 

switch to locally managed marine areas, where periodically harvested closures (PHCs) 

are the most common strategy. PHCs are small fisheries closures that range from being 

mostly closed, to mostly open to fishing. Their objectives range from conservation of 

biodiversity to increasing catch efficiency and fish productivity to provide for 

socioeconomic and cultural needs. The limited empirical data available show variation 

in their ability to increase fish productivity and suggests they are primarily used to 

increase catch efficiency. 

Underwater visual census (UVC) is the only fisheries-independent method used 

historically to assess the impacts of periodically harvesting fish stocks. In chapter one, I 

compare UVC with stereo-video methods, diver operated video (stereo-DOV) and 

baited remote underwater video, to determine which method most accurately detected 

the impacts of periodically harvesting. Stereo-DOV was the most suitable technique for 

detecting the impacts of harvests and monitoring the effectiveness of PHCs. In my 

second chapter, I demonstrate that stereo-DOVs can also provide data on fish wariness 

simultaneous to abundance and biomass estimates, using a proxy known as minimum 

approach distance. I used stereo-DOV to assess the ability of four PHCs in Fiji to 

decrease wariness and/or increase the abundance and biomass of three commonly 

targeted fish species. I also assessed the impact of harvest events on wariness, 

abundance and biomass of these species. PHCs consistently decreased the wariness of 

large targeted species, but were less likely to increase abundance or biomass. However, 

the opening of PHCs to harvests resulted in a rapid increase in wary behaviour. I 

demonstrate that PHCs are effective for increasing catch efficiency to provide for short 

term objectives, while long term fisheries benefits will depend on PHC attributes and 

compliance. 

To comprehensively assess the ability of PHCs to achieve fisheries objectives, in 

chapter three, I developed a novel analytical framework to guide a meta-analysis on the 

effectiveness of ten PHCs across the Indo-Pacific. On average, prior to harvesting PHCs 
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had a 48% greater abundance and 92% greater biomass of targeted species when 

compared with areas open to fishing, suggesting they are capable of providing short 

term fisheries benefits. However, a significant proportion of the abundance and biomass 

within PHCs was removed during harvests. Factors affecting the ability of PHCs to 

increase fish productivity included their size, duration of closure and compliance. These 

same factors were associated with greater harvest impacts, suggesting increased 

availability of fish leads to greater removal during harvests so that strict controls may be 

needed to prevent overfishing once PHCs are opened. 

Although PHCs can provide short-term fisheries benefits, their role as a long term 

fisheries management strategy remains uncertain. In my fourth chapter, I assessed the 

recovery of targeted fishes with life history traits that made them low, moderate or 

highly vulnerable to fishing, across five PHCs in Fiji. One year after harvests, there was 

little evidence of targeted species recovery, suggesting re-opening PHCs after one year 

would provide little benefit to fishers. Harvesting had a significant impact on the 

biomass of low and moderately vulnerable species, which was likely due to a greater 

availability of these species within PHCs prior to harvests. There was no evidence of 

recovery with low, moderate or highly vulnerable species after one year of re-closure. 

To improve their efficiency as a fisheries management strategy, PHCs should be larger, 

have high levels of compliance and be closed to fishing for more than one year before 

being re-harvested. Prior to harvests, strict targets or deadlines should be imposed to 

prevent overfishing. The removal of a significant proportion of fish stocks during 

harvests suggests that PHCs are unlikely to provide conservation benefits and the 

opening regime will need to be strictly controlled to provide long term fisheries 

benefits. To sustain small-scale fisheries, I recommend PHCs be used in conjunction 

with other fisheries management strategies, whilst no-take marine reserves are used for 

the conservation of biodiversity. 
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1. CHAPTER 1 - General Introduction 

1.1 Background and rationale 

As a result of overfishing, the fisheries resources that play a vital role in the global 

provision of food are in decline (Pauly et al. 2005; Mora et al. 2009). This problem is 

exemplified in small-scale fisheries such as those in the tropical Pacific, where 

communities rely heavily on fisheries resources for food security and wellbeing (Bell et 

al. 2009). In an attempt to reduce the impacts of overfishing, fisheries management and 

conservation strategies that rely on government or top down control (i.e. quotas or no-

take marine reserves) have been implemented across the globe. However, these 

strategies are being implemented with mixed success in achieving fisheries management 

or conservation objectives (Worm et al. 2009; Gaines et al. 2010; Rassweiler et al. 

2012), which is likely due to poor compliance in small-scale tropical fisheries (Ruddle 

1998; Gillett et al. 2008; Mora et al. 2009). In the tropical Pacific this has resulted in a 

shift in focus to locally managed marine areas that can achieve greater compliance and 

conservation outcomes through the management or co-management of resources by 

local communities and government and/or partner organisations (Govan 2009; Govan et 

al. 2009; Jupiter et al. 2014). This success is primarily due to the use of strategies that 

build on long-standing cultural practice or beliefs. For example spatial and temporal 

closures that were historically implemented in Pacific island communities to respect the 

death of a prominent community member are now promoted by conservation and 

resource management organizations as a fisheries management strategy (Johannes 1978; 

Jupiter et al. 2014). 

These closures, commonly referred to as ‘periodically harvested closures’ (PHCs) are 

generally small (median area of 1km2 in Melanesia) and range from mostly closed to 

mostly opened to fishing (Govan et al. 2009; Cohen and Foale 2013). Traditionally 

motivations for the use of PHCs involved maximising yields through the increased 

catch efficiency associated with a reduction in fish wariness (Cinner et al. 2006; 

Macintyre and Foale 2007; Cohen and Foale 2013). More recently PHCs have been 

promoted by conservation organisations to achieve objectives including: maintaining or 

improving long-term sustainable yield; reproductive capacity of fisheries; and 

biodiversity and ecosystem function (Jupiter et al. 2014). As a result, they have become 

one the most common forms of fisheries management in Melanesia with over 1000 
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implemented across the region (H. Govan, pers. comm.). However, due to a lack of 

empirical data there has been no systematic assessment of the ability of PHCs to 

achieve these objectives. 

Despite their popularity, there is only limited empirical evidence that suggests PHCs 

can provide fisheries benefits. In areas where fishing effort is relatively light and 

infrequent, increases in abundance and biomass of fishes accrued through protection 

may out-weigh the removal of fish through harvesting (Cinner et al. 2005; Bartlett et al. 

2009a; Januchowski-Hartley et al. 2014). However, when PHCs are opened to fishing, 

effort is often highly focused on that area, which can rapidly remove a large proportion 

of marine resources (Alcala et al. 2005; Williams et al. 2006; Jupiter et al. 2012). These 

complex harvest regimes make it difficult to systematically assess the value of PHCs for 

sustainable management of small-scale fisheries, while their popularity, potential for 

high compliance and importance of the resources they aim to sustain, highlight the need 

for understanding this strategy. 

A fundamental question that needs to be addressed is ‘are PHCs an effective fisheries 

management strategy for increasing the productivity of small-scale fisheries?’ and if so, 

‘what is the optimal harvest regime that will ensure the sustainability of fisheries 

resources?’. In this thesis I make the first attempt to systematically assess the value of 

PHCs for the sustainable management of fisheries resources in small-scale fisheries 

across Melanesia. 

The purpose of this research project was to provide guidelines and advice to local 

communities that would increase the potential benefits provided by PHCs and ideally 

lead to sustainability of the harvest regime. These include factors such as the size of 

PHCs, length of closure periods and restrictions on the amounts and types of fish caught 

during harvests. The specific aims and study area used to provide this information are 

outlined below. Each chapter of this thesis is written as a stand-alone manuscript to 

facilitate publication, thus chapters have their own specific introduction sections and 

consequently may include some elements of the background information presented here.   
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1.2 Specific aims 

In chapter 2, I compare underwater visual census (UVC) with the stereo-video 

techniques, diver operated video (stereo-DOV) and baited remote underwater video 

(stereo-BRUV), to determine which method most accurately detected the impacts of 

periodically harvesting. UVC is the only fisheries-independent method that has been 

used to sample PHCs to date (Cinner et al. 2005; Bartlett et al. 2009a; Jupiter et al. 

2012), as the method is logistically simple and cost effective. However, variation in the 

behavioural response of fish to divers (Chapman et al. 1974; Watson and Harvey 2007); 

inter-observer variability (Thompson and Mapstone 1998); and inaccuracies in 

estimating sampling area boundaries (Harvey et al. 2004), can bias UVC estimates. 

Techniques such as stereo-DOV can overcome some of the biases involved with UVC 

such as inter-observer variability and inaccuracies in the estimation of sampling area 

boundaries (Harvey et al. 2002, 2004; Watson et al. 2005), while stereo-BRUVs can 

overcome the biases associated with divers influencing fish behaviour and use bait to 

attract fish, making the technique particularly suitable for sampling large carnivorous 

species often targeted by fisheries (Cappo et al. 2001; Watson et al. 2010; Langlois et 

al. 2012). In order to determine which method I would use to monitor the effectiveness 

of periodically harvested closures as a fisheries management strategy, I compared the 

ability of UVC, stereo-DOV and stereo-BRUV to record changes in the relative 

abundance of targeted fishes due to a moderately intense harvest event. The work 

encapsulated in Chapter 2 has been peer-reviewed and published in the Journal of 

Experimental Marine Biology and Ecology (Goetze et al. 2015). 

Chapter 3 uses the method stereo-DOV to collect abundance biomass and behavioural 

data across four PHCs in Fiji, to assess their effectiveness to provide short-term 

fisheries benefits and compare the sensitivity of these three metrics. PHCs were 

traditionally used to increase catch efficiency through a decreased wariness in targeted 

fishes (Cinner et al. 2006; Cohen and Foale 2013). More recently they have been 

promoted for the sustainability of small-scale fisheries through an increase in the 

abundance and biomass of targeted species (Cohen and Foale 2013; Jupiter et al. 2014). 

To assess whether PHCs are primarily increasing catch efficiency for short-term needs 

and/or capable of providing long-term fisheries benefits, it is important to collect data 

on behaviour as well as abundance or biomass. I collected abundance, biomass and 

behavioural (wariness) data inside and outside of four PHCs in Fiji with different 

management strategies, to assess their ability to provide short-term fisheries benefits. 
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This chapter is currently in review for publication in the journal Ecological 

Applications. 

Chapter 4 presents the first attempt to systematically assess the protection benefits of 

PHCs throughout Melanesia, using a meta-analytical approach. Previous studies 

indicate varying effectiveness of PHCs in providing short-term fisheries benefits, 

though no prior studies have comprehensively assessed their ability to achieve 

objectives related to increased fisheries yields or sustainability of fish stocks (Cinner et 

al. 2005; Bartlett et al. 2009a; Jupiter et al. 2012). Meta-analysis of the ecological 

effects of no-take marine reserves, show that larger and older reserves, with a high 

compliance and fishing pressure outside are more effective at increasing fish 

productivity (Côté et al. 2001; Claudet et al. 2008; Vandeperre et al. 2011). I assess 

whether these same factors influence the ability of PHCs to provide pre-harvest 

protection, harvest and post-harvest protection benefits and design an analytical 

framework for systematically assessing fisheries and conservation benefits from PHCs. 

This chapter is currently in review for publication with the Journal of Applied Ecology.  

Chapter 5 is the final data chapter of the thesis and examines the recovery of targeted 

fishes with different levels of vulnerability to fishing after one year of re-closure, across 

five PHCs in Fiji. To achieve a sustainable harvesting regime, the impacts of a harvest 

event must recover before the PHC is re-opened to fishing. The recovery trajectories of 

coral reef fishes will depend on the broad range of life history characteristics which 

influence their vulnerability to fishing (Jennings et al. 1999; Cheung et al. 2005; 

Abesamis et al. 2014). Higher vulnerabilities generally result in slower recovery times, 

with higher levels of fishing pressure also slowing recovery times (Claudet et al. 2010; 

McClanahan and Humphries 2012; Abesamis et al. 2014). I assessed whether targeted 

fishes with life history traits that make them low, moderately or highly vulnerable to 

fishing, recovered to pre-harvest conditions and provided post-harvest recovery benefits 

after one year of re-closure, across five PHCs in Fiji. This chapter has been accepted for 

publication in the journal Biological Conservation.                                                                 

1.2 Study area 

The work presented in this thesis was undertaken in Fiji, in the Vatu-i-ra Seascape 

(Figure 1.1). The method comparison presented in Chapter 2 examined one PHC in the 

village of Kiobo, in the Kubulau district. Fieldwork for Chapter 3 occurred on the 
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islands of Koro and Ovalau, where a total of four PHCs were sampled. The Kiobo PHC 

was not included in Chapter 3 as its boundaries were too small to satisfy the replication 

of sites needed to examine behavioural traits of targeted fishes. The meta-analysis 

undertaken in Chapter 4 included data that I collected from all five PHCs (Kiobo, 

Tuatua, Nakodu, Nauouo and Natokalau) as well as published studies from 6 PHCs 

across the broader Melanesia region. Finally, Chapter 6 examines the recovery potential 

of PHCs from all five villages sampled in Fiji. All PHCs were established by the local 

community in conjunction with a non-government conservation organisation.  

 

Figure 1-1: Map of Fiji focused on the Vatu-i-ra seascape, with villages, sampling sites and PHC 
boundaries.  
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2.  CHAPTER 2 - Diver operated video most 
accurately detects the impacts of fishing 
within periodically harvested closures 

2.1 Abstract 

Periodically harvested closures (PHCs) have become the most common form of spatial 

management in Melanesia. Despite their popularity, their effectiveness to sustain local 

fish stocks remains largely unknown. Here I test the ability of non-destructive sampling 

techniques to detect the impacts of fishing in a PHC where harvest catch data provide an 

impact of known magnitude. I compared the ability of three commonly used techniques 

(underwater visual census, UVC; diver operated stereo-video, stereo-DOV; and baited 

remote underwater stereo-video, stereo-BRUV) to detect the impact of a harvest on fish 

assemblages within a PHC in Fiji. The technique stereo-DOV recorded a significant 

decrease in harvested individuals at both the assemblage and species level (primarily 

herbivorous species). The technique stereo-BRUV also recorded an impact at the 

assemblage level, but only for carnivorous fishes, which were less numerous in the 

catch. UVC did not detect an impact of the harvest at the assemblage or species level. I 

conclude that stereo-DOV is the most suitable technique for detecting the impacts of 

harvests and monitoring the effectiveness of PHCs as a fisheries management strategy, 

especially in areas where herbivorous fish are targeted. However, stereo-BRUV may be 

more appropriate where strong gradients in the abundance of carnivorous species or 

behavioural responses to divers are expected. 

2.2 Introduction 

Small-scale or artisanal fisheries are essential to the livelihood and food security of 

millions of people worldwide (Bene et al. 2010), yet the resources supporting these 

fisheries are in decline (Worm et al. 2009). Periodically harvested closures (herein 

referred to as PHCs) have emerged as the most common form of spatial management in 

Melanesia where they are used to meet multiple objectives, including sustaining small-

scale fisheries and the conservation of biodiversity (Foale and Manele 2004; Crawford 

et al. 2006; Cohen and Foale 2013). PHCs are typically small in size (e.g. median area 1 

km2 in Melanesia and 0.02 km2 in Fiji) and vary markedly in the proportion of time that 
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they are open to fishing (Govan 2009; Cohen and Foale 2013). Here I focus on a 

common form of PHC that is closed for the majority of the year and harvested during a 

short, pulse event lasting less than 10 days. Despite the popularity of this strategy, there 

is only limited evidence to suggest this management technique can sustain local fish 

stocks (Cinner et al. 2005; Bartlett et al. 2009a). To assess the effectiveness of PHCs as 

a fisheries management tool, information must be collected across a broader range of 

fishing intensities, using non-destructive methods to estimate fish abundance before and 

after each harvest. Changes in abundance can then be compared to catch data to assess 

how well a method detects the impact of fishing.  

The most common non-destructive method for assessing the abundance of fish 

assemblages is underwater visual census (UVC), where a diver identifies and counts 

fishes within a predefined area. All studies that have examined the effectiveness of 

PHCs to sustain targeted fish stocks have used some form of UVC (Cinner et al. 2005; 

Bartlett et al. 2009a, 2009b; Jupiter and Egli 2011; Jupiter et al. 2012) as the method is 

logistically simple and cost effective (English et al. 1997). However, biases associated 

with UVC include: variation in the behavioural response of fish to divers (Chapman et 

al. 1974; Watson and Harvey 2007); inter-observer variability (Thompson and 

Mapstone 1998); and inaccuracies in estimating sampling area boundaries (Harvey et al. 

2004). 

Diver operated stereo-video (stereo-DOV; herein referred to as DOV) relies on the use 

of video cameras to record belt transects, while identification and abundance 

measurements are made on a computer after the field work is completed rather than in 

situ. This technique can overcome some of the biases involved with UVC such as inter 

observer variability and inaccuracies in the estimation of sampling area boundaries 

(Harvey et al. 2002, 2004; Watson et al. 2005). As the imagery from transects is 

recorded in a digital format, it can be paused during analysis, allowing references and 

expert help to assist with identification. Conversely, the reduced clarity of video images 

and the restricted field of view in comparison to the human eye may make it difficult to 

identify some individuals (Holmes et al. 2013). 

Both UVC and DOV surveys can be biased by problems associated with behavioural 

responses of fish to divers, especially in areas where spearfishing is common (Bartlett et 

al. 2009a; Feary et al. 2011; Lindfield et al. 2014). Employing a remote sensing 

technique, baited remote underwater stereo-video (stereo-BRUV; herein referred to as 

BRUV), can overcome the biases associated with divers influencing fish behaviour. 
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BRUV uses bait to attract fishes, which makes the technique particularly suited to 

sampling large carnivorous species often targeted by fisheries (Cappo et al. 2001; 

Watson et al. 2010; Langlois et al. 2012), without precluding estimates of herbivorous 

species (Harvey et al. 2007). Like DOV, the use of stereo facilitates accurate 

measurements of the sampling area (Harvey et al. 2004). However, variation in the 

distance a bait plume travels makes it difficult to determine the extent of the area 

sampled by BRUV (Ellis and DeMartini 1995; Priede and Merrett 1998; Willis and 

Babcock 2000). To avoid double counts BRUVs rely on the use of the maximum 

number of individuals of each species (MaxN; Priede et al. 1994) present in the field of 

view at any one time limiting them to conservative measures of relative abundance. 

Comparisons between techniques aim to determine the optimal method for detecting 

change and have highlighted how inherent biases influence assessments of fish 

assemblages (see Supplement 1 for a summary). However, without knowing the “true” 

composition of fish within an area, it is not possible to determine which technique is the 

most accurate. As a result, some studies use gradients in fishing pressure (such as that 

found inside and outside of a marine reserve) to determine which techniques best detect 

differences (Langlois et al. 2006; Pelletier et al. 2011; Tessier et al. 2013). Again, 

without knowing the “true” gradient or difference they cannot conclude which 

technique is the most accurate. Intensive harvests that can occur during the opening of a 

PHC (Jupiter et al. 2012) provide a unique opportunity to compare the ability of each 

technique to document the effects of fishing. This can be achieved by comparing 

changes in fish abundance (from the catch data of a harvest) to the change observed 

with each technique. I aimed to compare the ability of the three techniques, UVC, DOV 

and BRUV, to record the change in relative fish abundance before and after a 

moderately intense, week-long harvest event inside a PHC in Fiji. 

2.3 Methods 

Study area and harvest data 

Comparisons among methods were carried out in the Kubulau qoliqoli (traditional 

fishing ground), Vanua Levu, Fiji, from the 15th of October to the 1st of November 

2012. The total area of Kubulau's qoliqoli is 262 km2 and contains a network of 21 

PHCs and three permanent no-take marine reserves, totalling approximately 120 km2, or 

44% of the qoliqoli (Weeks and Jupiter 2013). I sampled inside and adjacent to the 
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Cakau Naitaga PHC (2.07 km2), which was established as a 5 year closure in early 

2009, with the stipulation that it may only be harvested for major church gatherings 

with the consent of the district high chief (WCS 2009). However, in practice, Cakau 

Naitaga has been harvested once per year since its creation in 2009, with local 

fishermen reporting that historical harvests were similar in intensity to the harvest 

presented here, although this could not be verified empirically. The Cakau Naitaga PHC 

was opened to fishers from the villages Kiobo and Navatu (Figure 2.1) for a period of 7 

days (24th–30th October 2012). The catch (mainly from spearguns at night and 

handlines) was landed in Kiobo village, identified to species level and counted. The 

fishing method and location within the PHC was recorded to determine where fish were 

extracted in relation to sampling sites.  

A total of 265 individuals from 44 different species and 15 families were caught from 

the forereef of the Cakau Naitaga PHC during the harvest (Table 2.1, see Supplement 2 

for complete list). Fishing intensity was moderate, with less than 15 people participating 

at an average catch per unit effort of 1.95 fish. person-1. hour-1 (1.6 kg fish. person-1. 

hour-1). This level of intensity is within the middle range of fishing levels outside of the 

PHC recorded from the Kubulau qoliqoli between 2008 and 2009, ranging between 0.4 

– 3.6 kg person-1 hour-1 across multiple gear types, with catches recorded from 5 

villages (Cakacaka et al. 2010). However, during the harvest, fishing was focused 

within the PHC boundary (Figure 2.1) and only two villages, Kiobo and Navatu 

participated. No fishing vessels were recorded near open sampling sites during surveys. 

Experimental design 

The sampling design consisted of four factors: Technique (three levels, fixed: UVC, 

DOV and BRUV), Harvest (two levels, fixed: before and after the harvest), Status (two 

levels, fixed: PHC and Open), Site (random, nested in Status, two sites in the PHC and 

four in Open). Open sites were on adjacent reefs within the Kubulau qoliqoli that were 

regularly fished (Figure 2.1). Sampling was undertaken the week prior to the opening of 

the PHC and again immediately following the harvest permitting analysis with a before-

after-control-impact (BACI) design. DOV and UVC were conducted at the same site 

simultaneously with half of the replicates for each technique being completed in 

opposite directions (direction selected randomly for each site). After a surface interval 

of approximately 1 h the DOV and UVC teams swapped directions to complete the 

remaining transects. In recognition that bait plumes from BRUV could influence DOV 
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and UVC results, BRUVs were deployed at the same sites, but on different days to UVC 

and DOVs. All surveys were conducted between the hours of 9 am and 4 pm to avoid 

crepuscular variation. 

 

 

Figure 2-1: Map of survey locations within the central portion of the Kubulau District qoliqoli, Vanua 
Levu, Fiji.  

Table 2-1: The ten most abundant species caught during the harvest. 

Species/Common Name Number Caught 

Naso unicornis (Bluespine unicornfish) 82 
Hipposcarus longiceps (Longnose parrotfish) 67 
Lutjanus gibbus (Paddletail snapper) 17 
Plectropomus spp (Coral trout) 12 
Parupeneus barberinus (Dot-and-dash goatfish) 7 
Plectorhinchus chaetodonoides (Spotted sweetlips) 7 
Lethrinus atkinsoni (Yellowtail emperor) 7 
Ctenochaetus striatus (Lined bristletooth surgeonfish) 6 
Lethrinus obsoletus (Orange-striped emperor) 6 
Lutjanus bohar (Red bass) 5 
Other Species (35, See Supplement 2) 40 
Total 265 
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Benthic	survey	

To control for coarse scale differences in habitat, all survey sites were located on 

forereef slopes with similar levels of macrostructure, as mapped from (Knudby et al. 

2011). To assess if there were fine scale differences in benthic cover and microhabitat 

structure that could influence differences in fish community assemblages between Open 

and PHC sites, and whether fishing gear used during the harvest impacted on this 

habitat, the benthic community was surveyed both before and after the harvest. Benthic 

life-form categories were recorded along the same 50 m transects surveyed for UVC 

fish assemblages at 0.5 m intervals using the point-intercept method. I combined life-

form categories into five functional strata as modified from (Jupiter et al. 2012): 

macroalgae/cyanobacteria (including cyanobacteria, macroalgal assemblages and turf to 

2 cm height); live hard coral (including all scleractinian species); soft biota (including 

soft corals, sponges, ascidians, anemones and zooanthids); reef matrix (including dead 

coral, reef pavement, coralline algae) and unconsolidated substrate (comprised of 

rubble, sand or silt). 

Underwater	visual	census	(UVC)	

At each site, two trained fish observers counted and identified all fish to species level 

within six replicate 5 m by 50 m belt transects separated by 10 m following (Jupiter et 

al. 2012). Fish were recorded from the following families: Acanthuridae, Balistidae, 

Caesionidae, Carangidae, Carcharhinidae, Chaetodontidae, Ephippidae, Haemulidae, 

Kyphosidae, Labridae, Lethrinidae, Lutjanidae, Mullidae, Nemipteridae, 

Pomacanthidae, Priacanthidae, Scaridae, Scombridae, Serranidae, Siganidae, 

Sphyraenidae, and Zanclidae. These families were chosen to represent those typically 

targeted through local fishing, and others (e.g. Chaetodontidae, Pomacanthidae) that 

may be indirectly impacted by fishing activities. Each transect took approximately 20 

min to complete. The UVC surveys were non-instantaneous, recording fish that entered 

the survey area after each transect was started. 

Underwater	visual	census	(UVC)	observer	bias	

Two different UVC fish observers were used during surveys, potentially introducing 

inter-observer variability. Observer bias was previously investigated and no significant 

differences were found between mean number of fish species counted per transect for 

the two observers involved in these surveys (Jupiter and Egli 2011). However, 

inconsistencies in identification were recognized by showing the two divers images of 

the fish recorded by the video techniques and asking them to identify them. To 
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minimise effects of observer bias associated with misidentification of fish, all species 

belonging to the genera Scarus and Chlorurus were pooled to Scaridae, all 

Plectropomus and Oxycheilinus species were pooled to genus, the two species Lutjanus 

ehrenbergii and Lutjanus monostigma were pooled to Lutjanus spp. Species belonging 

to the genus Labroides were removed. To allow for the comparison between techniques, 

the same species were pooled for DOV and BRUV, however, independent analysis of 

these techniques did not require pooling. 

Video	sampling	

The stereo-DOV and BRUV systems in this study used Sony CX12 full high-definition 

video cameras mounted 0.7 m apart on a base bar inwardly converged at seven degrees. 

This allowed for a standardized field of view from 0.5 to 8 m for both systems. 

Diver	operated	stereo‐video	(DOV)	

At each site six 5 m by 50 m belt transects separated by 10 m were completed using 

DOV, following (Shedrawi et al. 2014). Transects took approximately 2 min and 30 s to 

complete. The DOV surveys were also non-instantaneous. 

Baited	remote	underwater	stereo‐video	(BRUV)	

Five BRUV systems were deployed by boat at each site and left to film for 60 min on 

the seafloor, as described in (Langlois et al. 2010). A bait basket containing ~800 g of 

pilchards (Sardinops sp.) in a plastic coated wire mesh basket was suspended 1.2 min 

front of the two cameras. Adjacent deployments were separated by 250–400 m to reduce 

the likelihood of fish moving between replicates within the sampling period (see Cappo 

et al. 2001). 

Calibration and video analysis 

Stereo-video imagery was calibrated using the program CAL (http:// 

www.seagis.com.au/bundle.html), following the procedures outlined by (Harvey and 

Shortis 1998). This enabled measurements of the distance to, and angle of, the fish from 

the centre of the camera and standardisation of the area surveyed. Individuals further 

than 8 m in front of (determined by the minimum visibility) or 2.5 m to the left or right 

of the DOV and BRUV systems were not included. 

Pairs of videos from the DOV and BRUV systems were captured and viewed in the 

program EventMeasure (http://www.seagis.com.au/bundle.html). With DOV, every fish 

observed within each transect was identified to species level and the number of 
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individuals of each species were summed to estimate relative abundance. With BRUV, 

the maximum number of individuals of each species (MaxN; Priede et al. 1994) present 

in the field of view at any one time during the 60 minute deployment was recorded and 

used as a measure of relative abundance. 

Statistical tests 

Habitat	analysis	

To test for differences in the benthic strata between open and PHC sites before and after 

the harvest, a permutational analysis of variance (PERMANOVA; (Anderson 2001) was 

performed on a Bray–Curtis dissimilarity matrix, with 9999 permutations and three 

factors (Harvest and Status: fixed; Site: random, nested in Status). The Bray-Curtis 

dissimilarity matrix was chosen as it does not count joint absences as similarities, 

making it more ecologically relevant for habitat data (Anderson et al. 2008). 

Species	richness	and	harvested	individuals	

All statistical comparisons between techniques used only species belonging to the 

families recorded during UVC. For all techniques, species richness was calculated as the 

total number of species observed per sample. The total abundance of “Harvested 

Individuals”, sampled by non-destructive methods, was calculated by only including 

those species caught during the harvest. 

Univariate	analysis	

PERMANOVA tests with 9999 permutations using the four factor design (Technique, 

Harvest, Status, Site) and dissimilarity matrices constructed with Euclidean distance 

were performed on measures of species richness, total abundance, harvested species and 

the abundance of families and individual species. When significant differences between 

techniques were apparent, pairwise tests of the factor Technique were done to determine 

which techniques were different from each other. PERMANOVA tests were then done 

separately on each technique with a three factor design (Harvest, Status and Site). This 

allowed us to explore the ability of each technique to detect impacts from before to after 

the harvest as well as inside to outside the PHC. 

Harvested	species	assemblage	

The ability of the three techniques to detect changes in the composition of fish 

assemblages due to harvesting was assessed using PERMANOVA with 9999 

permutations. Each dataset was transformed with a Modified Gower Log 2 similarity 
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matrix and analysed for all four factors (Technique, Harvest, Status and Site) including 

interactions. The Modified Gower dissimilarity matrix was chosen as it does not count 

joint absences as similarities and puts emphasis on differences in abundance (Anderson 

et al. 2011). Other dissimilarity matrices (Bray Curtis) and transformations were tested 

to determine the robustness of the results (Supplement 3). When significant differences 

with the factor Technique were observed, the three techniques UVC, DOV and BRUV 

were examined separately with a three factor design in order to explore the factors 

Harvest and Status. Where main effects or interactions were significant, pairwise tests 

were explored (Anderson 2001). 

A principal coordinate analysis (PCO) was used to visualize any broad patterns in 

assemblage data inside and outside the PHC before and after the harvest. A constrained 

canonical analysis of principal coordinates (CAP) was used to investigate significant 

factors from the PERMANOVA analysis and to identify correlated species (Anderson 

and Willis 2003). A Pearson's correlation value of 0.4 was chosen to only show species 

with a high correlation to an axis and this was further limited to species with at least one 

significant factor of interest in the PERMANOVA design. 

All analyses were carried out using the PERMANOVA + add on to PRIMER software 

(Plymouth Routines in Multivariate Ecological Research; (Anderson et al. 2008). When 

the number of permutations was not enough to get a reasonable test, a P-value was 

obtained using Monte Carlo tests and indicated by PMC (Anderson et al. 2008). The R 

language for statistical computing (R Development Core Team, 2013) was used to 

organise data and plot results, using the following packages; reshape2 (Wickham 2007), 

plyr (Wickham 2014) and ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009). 

2.4 Results 

Habitat 

There were no significant differences in the composition of the benthos between open 

and PHC sites, or before and after the harvest, nor was any significant interaction 

between harvest and status detected (both P > 0.05). 

Total abundance, harvested individuals, species richness and target families 

UVC recorded a significantly greater total abundance of fish than DOV (P = 0.01, t = 

4.189) and BRUV (P = 0.049, t = 2.637), (Table 2.2). When only harvested species are 
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considered, UVC and DOV recorded a significantly greater total abundance than BRUV 

(UVC: P= 0.038, t= 3.009; DOV: P= 0.043, t= 2.892; Table 2.2). Conversely, BRUV 

recorded a significantly greater total number of species than UVC (P = 0.004, t= 6.906) 

and DOV (P = 0.006, t= 5.831; Table 2.2). BRUV also recorded a significantly greater 

abundance of Carangidae, Lethrinidae and Serranidae than UVC and DOV (Supplement 

4). 

Table 2-2: The total abundance of all species, species caught during the harvest and the total number of 
species is shown for the methods UVC, DOV and BRUV.  

Metric UVC DOV BRUV 

Total Abundance (All Species) 6,231 4,489 3,660 
Total Abundance (Harvested Species) 2,898 1,847 1,111 
Total Number of Species 133 148 196 
 

Ability to detect an impact on harvested assemblage structure 

The three techniques varied in their ability to record changes in the structure of 

harvested fish assemblages, although this was not consistent across all sites, with a 

significant Technique by Site interaction (P = 0.002, Pseudo-F = 1.616, df = 8). When 

each technique was examined individually, UVC recorded a significant Harvest by Site 

interaction (Table 2.3) and pairwise comparisons found the structure of fish 

assemblages was significantly different from before to after the harvest at a single Open 

site (P= 0.013, t= 1.998). DOV and BRUV both recorded a significant Harvest by 

Status interaction and pairwise comparisons found the structure of fish assemblages was 

significantly different in the PHC compared to open areas before the harvest (Table 

2.1). These results were robust to changes in dissimilarity matrix (Bray Curtis) as well 

as transformation, with no changes in the significance of factors until transformation 

became severe (Supplement 3). 

A PCO for UVC, DOV and BRUV shows the unconstrained grouping of samples, while 

a CAP for DOV and BRUV shows the grouping constrained with the significant 

Harvest by Status interaction (Figure 2.2). For DOV and BRUV there is clear separation 

of fish community structure among PHC and Open sites before the harvest, while after 

they are grouped together, indicating an impact of the harvest (Figure 2.2). With DOV, 

it is notable that Naso unicornis, Lutjanus gibbus and Naso lituratus were positively 

correlated with PHC sites before the harvest (Figure 2.2), as N. unicornis and L. gibbus 

made up a large proportion of the catch (Table 2.1). However, with BRUV the 
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predatory species Lutjanus fulvus was highly correlated with the PHC sites after the 

harvest and was not prominent in the catch (Figure 2.2). 

Table 2-3: Results from PERMANOVA on the assemblage composition (Assem.) and abundance (Abun.) 
of harvested species recorded during UVC, DOV and BRUV surveys in response to Harvest (Ha), Status 
(St), Sites and their interactions. Pairwise comparisons for significant Harvest by Status interactions are 
shown with the direction of their significance displayed as “Before/After” the harvest or “PHC /Open” 
areas. Significant P values are presented for the factors as indicated by a level of significance 
(*<0.05,**<0.01,***<0.001 or “-“ = Not Significant). Therefore “Before*” will represent a significant 
difference between PHC vs. Open sites before the harvest and not after. 

Factor UVC DOV BRUV 

Assem. Abun. Assem. Abun. Assem. Abun. 

Harvest - - - * - * 
Status - - - * - * 

Site (St) *** * *** - ** - 

Ha x St - - * * * * 

Ha x Site (St) ** - - - - - 

Pairwise (Ha x St)       

Before vs. After N/A N/A - PHC* - Open* 
PHC vs. Open N/A N/A Before* Before* Before* Before* 

Ability to detect an impact on harvested fish abundance 

The three techniques varied in their ability to record changes in the total abundance of 

harvested individuals, although this was not consistent across all sites, with a significant 

Technique by Site interaction (P = 0.045, Pseudo-F = 2.032, df = 8).When  each 

technique was examined individually, UVC recorded significant site variability only 

(Table 2.3). DOV and BRUV both recorded a significant Harvest by Status interaction 

and pairwise comparisons found a significantly greater abundance of harvested 

individuals in the PHC compared to open areas before the harvest (Table 2.3, Figure 

2.2). In addition, DOV recorded a significant decrease in the total abundance of 

harvested individuals from before to after the harvest within the PHC, while BRUV 

recorded a significant increase within Open areas (Table 2.3). 

The three species most numerous in the catch (N. unicornis, H. longiceps and L. gibbus; 

Table 2.1) were examined individually. DOV recorded a significant decrease in 

abundance of N. unicornis from before to after the harvest (Harvest: P = 0.046, Pseudo-

F = 7.276, df = 1, Figure 2.3), while UVC and BRUV found no significant differences 

for this species (P > 0.05). Similarly, only DOV recorded a significant decrease in the 

abundance of H. longiceps before to after the harvest (Harvest: P = 0.039, Pseudo-F = 

9.438, df = 1, Figure 2.3). DOV found that the abundance of L. gibbus was initially 

greater at PHC sites (PHC, PMC = 0.030, t = 3.290), and a decrease after the harvest led 
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to an interaction between Harvest and Status (Ha × St: P = 0.043, Pseudo-F = 8.989, df 

= 1, Figure 2.3). In contrast, BRUV recorded a consistently higher abundance of L. 

gibbus inside the PHC before and after the Harvest (Status: PMC = 0.001, Pseudo-F = 

45.436, df = 1, Figure 2.3). The three next most numerous species or species groups in 

the catch (Plectropomus spp, Parupeneus barberinus and Plectorhinchus 

chaetodonoides; Table 2.1), showed no significant differences in abundance for any of 

the factors of interest with any technique (P > 0.05; Supplement 5).  
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Figure 2-2 (a) Principal coordinate ordination (PCO) of the composition of harvested individuals based 
on Modified Gower Log 2 dissimilarities for the Techniques UVC, DOV and BRUV. Any significant 
term in the model is displayed on the plot with an asterisk indicating the level of significance for P 
(*<0.05,**<0.01,***<0.001). (b) Canonical analysis of principal coordinates (CAP) ordination based on 
Modified Gower Log 2 dissimilarities for DOV and BRUV for the interaction between the factors 
Harvest and Status. Species correlations with the canonical axis are represented as vectors for species 
with a Pearson R value greater than 0.4. 

 

Figure 2-3: Ability of UVC, DOV and BRUV to detect change in fish species comprising the greatest 
proportion of catch harvested from the PHC: Hipposcarus longiceps, Lutjanus gibbus and Naso 
unicornis. Any significant term in the model is displayed on the plot with an asterisk indicating the level 
of significance for P (*<0.05,**<0.01,***<0.001). 

2.5 Discussion 

Across Melanesia, hundreds to thousands of communities are implementing locally-

managed marine areas (LMMAs), most commonly in response to perceived declines in 

the abundance of fisheries resources (Jupiter et al. 2014). Within these LMMAs, most 

communities have established some form of no-take fisheries closure, the majority of 

which are periodically harvested (PHCs). Expectations have been raised by co-

management partners that well-managed, permanent no-take closures can improve 

fisheries yields through adult and larval export (Ashworth and Ormond 2005; Halpern 

et al. 2009). Yet, whether or not these benefits can be achieved from PHCs will depend 
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greatly on compliance during closed periods (Cinner and Aswani 2007) and the 

intensity, duration and frequency of harvests (Cohen and Foale 2013), particularly as 

intensive fishing can rapidly remove accumulated stock (Jupiter et al. 2012). To study 

the harvesting impact of PHCs on fish populations and consequent ability to achieve 

sustainable fisheries, non-destructive techniques are required that can detect subtle 

changes in relative abundance. Monitoring through a discrete harvest event also 

provides a unique opportunity where a fishing impact of known magnitude can be used 

to test the ability of non-destructive techniques to detect change. 

I found that the techniques UVC, DOV and BRUV varied in their ability to detect the 

impact of a harvest on targeted fish assemblages. The DOV technique detected an 

impact of the harvest on the assemblage composition and abundance of harvested 

species, where N. unicornis, H. longiceps and L. gibbus, which were most numerous in 

the catch, decreased significantly after the harvest. I conclude that DOV was the most 

suitable technique for detecting the change in fish populations after this harvest. This is 

contrary to a previous study that suggests DOV may only be suitable as a compliment to 

UVC (Tessier et al. 2013). This is likely due to the assumption by Tessier et al. (2013) 

that a larger difference in marine reserve protection was the more accurate one. The 

ability of DOV to detect the impacts of a moderate harvest suggests it will be a useful 

tool for investigating the effectiveness of PHCs as a fisheries management technique. 

I found that UVC recorded a greater total abundance of fishes than the two video 

techniques, a common result in the literature (Supplement 1). Previous studies attributed 

this difference to reduced clarity of video images and/or a restricted field of view 

associated with video techniques, preventing them from recording fish at greater 

distances (Pelletier et al. 2011; Holmes et al. 2013; Tessier et al. 2013). As was the case 

in this study, visibility often determines the distance at which fish are counted during 

UVC transects (Samoilys 1997), however, variation in visibility may alter results. For 

example, in my study visibility varied a maximum of 8.5 m across the factor Status and 

3.5 m across the factor Harvest. The minimum visibility (8 m) did not warrant repeating 

surveys, however, it did result in fish being recorded by UVC divers at greater distances 

at some sites than others. The maximum distance that fish were recorded for the two 

video techniques was standardised at 8 m across all sites (during video analysis). This 

will have reduced the total abundance of fish recorded by the video techniques when 

compared to UVC, yet makes the sampling units comparable across the study. The 

variation in visibility during UVC surveys may have contributed to variance among 
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abundance estimates and the inability to detect an impact of the harvest inside the PHC. 

In contrast, DOV and BRUV can standardise the sampling area after the field work has 

been completed, reducing the impact of visibility on results.  

The increased time taken to complete a UVC transect compared to a DOV transect is 

also likely to have contributed to the increased abundance recorded by UVC. Increasing 

survey time can cause overestimation of fish abundance on transects, in particular 

highly mobile species (Smith 1988; Watson et al. 1995; Ward-Paige et al. 2010). As 

neither UVC nor DOV used instantaneous measures of fish abundance, it is possible 

that mobile species were overestimated (Ward-Paige et al. 2010). However, DOV 

transects were conducted at a greater speed, which may have reduced the likelihood of 

overestimating mobile species. This may explain the greater sensitivity to record 

changes in targeted fish abundance with the DOV technique. Thus decreased abundance 

will not necessarily reduce the ability of video to detect change in target species 

(Holmes et al. 2013; Tessier et al. 2013), especially when variance within treatments is 

kept low. 

The BRUV technique detected post-harvest differences in fish assemblage structure, but 

only recorded an impact on the predatory species L. gibbus and L. fulvus, and not the 

herbivorous species N. unicornis and H. longiceps, which were more numerous in the 

catch. In addition, BRUV recorded a significantly greater abundance of predatory 

species belonging to the families Lethrinidae, Serranidae and Carangidae. This result is 

consistent with previous studies that demonstrate BRUV is suited to sampling 

carnivorous species (Cappo et al. 2003; Watson et al. 2010; Langlois et al. 2012). 

However, in my study, carnivores made up a small component of the catch during the 

harvest, which was otherwise dominated by larger herbivorous species. This was due to 

the high frequency of spearfishing during the harvest, where fishers targeted species 

resting on the reef at night. Diver based techniques that sample herbivorous species in 

greater abundance, may therefore be more suitable for detecting the impacts of fishing 

in Fiji, particularly as large carnivores are depleted in many of the traditional fishing 

grounds (Jennings and Polunin 1996a; Jupiter et al. 2010; Goetze et al. 2011). However, 

the composition of the harvested species from PHCs will depend on the intensity of 

fishing and the type of gear used, as well as the impact and intensity of prior harvests 

(Cohen and Foale 2013). For example, catch records from other parts of Fiji have 

recorded much higher proportions of Lethrinidae and Serranidae, particularly from 

fishing in lagoon habitats using fishing gears such as handlines or shallow water nets 
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(Jennings and Polunin 1995). It may therefore be important to use baited video 

techniques that document these rarer predatory species and possibly the impacts of 

alternate fishing gears. 

The two diver surveys UVC and DOV recorded a decrease in the abundance of L. 

gibbus due to the harvest despite only 17 individuals being removed. In contrast, BRUV 

surveys recorded a significantly greater abundance within the PHC and no impact due to 

the harvest. This is likely a behavioural response to the divers, as L. gibbus was 

observed to be increasingly wary of divers post-harvest (J. Goetze and W. Naisilisili, 

pers. obs.). The species is also active at night (Froese and Pauly 2015) and the majority 

of spearfishing during the harvest occurred at night. This may have resulted in a “bail 

out” effect (suggested by Jupiter et al. 2012), where fish leave the PHC area in response 

to a sudden increase in fishing pressure. Using divers to survey species that flee from 

divers directly after a sudden increase in fishing pressure (from divers) is likely to 

influence results (Bartlett et al. 2009a; Feary et al. 2011; Januchowski-Hartley et al. 

2011) and would explain the reason for the overestimation of the impact by diver 

techniques and not the remote technique. Therefore, diver techniques may not be 

suitable when estimating impacts of fishing on species that are targeted by and flee from 

divers. 

The cost of equipment and staff hours for video analysis associated with DOV and 

BRUV often deters researchers from adopting these techniques, particularly in countries 

where funding and technological resources are limited. However, increased efficiency in 

the field may balance overall costs associated with video techniques (Francour et al. 

1999; Langlois et al. 2010; Pelletier et al. 2011). I found the overall time taken to 

complete DOV surveys and analyse the videos was comparable to UVC data collection 

and entry when the species list was restricted to those identified by divers (Supplement 

6). The added benefit of having a permanent record with videos also allows for 

additional information to be extracted at a later date and identification/inter-observer 

variability to be resolved. By contrast, it is often important to feedback results to 

communities rapidly in Melanesia meaning the quicker turnaround of results from UVC 

may be beneficial.  
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2.6 Conclusion 

Many studies have examined how the composition of fish communities differs when 

different techniques are used to collect the data (Supplement 1). Other studies 

demonstrate that some techniques may be more capable of detecting a gradient in 

fishing intensity, such as that observed between a marine reserve and areas open to 

fishing (Langlois et al. 2006; Pelletier et al. 2011; Tessier et al. 2013). I examined the 

ability of three commonly used techniques UVC, DOV and BRUV to identify spatial 

and temporal change caused by a pulsed fishing event of known magnitude. My results 

demonstrate that DOV was the most capable technique for detecting change at the 

assemblage and species level (in particular with herbivorous species), even though the 

impact from fishing was moderate. This result is especially relevant to studies of fishing 

impacts in small-scale or artisanal fisheries where the composition of the catch is 

predominantly herbivorous (Jennings and Polunin 1996b). This may become even more 

important as large carnivores are heavily targeted and removed from fish assemblages, 

leaving fisheries increasingly dependent on herbivores (Jennings and Polunin 1997; 

Myers and Worm 2003). However, BRUV may be more appropriate where high 

gradients in the abundance of carnivorous species are expected or where the major gear 

types are selective towards predatory species. When a PHC extends to depths beyond 

the safe limits of divers or where behavioural response to divers are expected to be a 

problem, BRUV sampling may also be more suitable. The main drawback for the 

adoption of video based techniques as monitoring tools include the extra time (cost), 

logistical difficulties (building, operating and maintaining gear), as well as the reduced 

clarity of videos in comparison to the human eye. UVC can provide rapid results at low 

cost and may be appropriate where well trained observers are available. However, 

continual development in camera technology and efforts to automate the video analysis 

process are likely to improve on the major drawbacks associated with video techniques. 

Due to the benefit of having a permanent record of fish and the greater power to detect 

change found in this study I recommend the use of DOV for detecting impacts of 

fishing and gauging the effectiveness of PHCs under different harvest regimes. 
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3. CHAPTER 3 - Periodic closures are more 
effective at reducing fish wariness than 
increasing abundance or biomass 

Prelude 

In Chapter 2 I show that stereo-DOV is the most accurate technique for detecting the 

impacts of harvests and monitoring the effectiveness of PHCs as a fisheries 

management strategy, especially in areas where herbivorous fishes are targeted. Due to 

the logistical difficulties in using multiple methods (stereo-DOV and stereo-BRUV as 

recommended in Chapter 2) and the large proportion of herbivorous species that are 

targeted across Fiji, I use stereo-DOV to sample four PHCs before and after a harvest 

event. Chapter 3 further expands on the results from Chapter 2 by exploring the ability 

of stereo-DOVs to collect data on behaviour as well as abundance and biomass. These 

metrics are then used to assess the ability of PHCs to increase abundance/biomass 

and/or decrease the wariness of fishes. 

3.1 Abstract 

Periodically harvested closures (PHCs) have become one of the most common forms of 

fisheries management in Melanesia, yet complex harvesting regimes make it difficult to 

assess their ability to provide fisheries benefits. PHCs aim to improve fisheries yields 

through increased abundance and biomass of target species, and are also expected to 

increase catch efficiency by decreasing fish wariness. Diver operated stereo-video 

provides data on fish wariness (using a proxy; minimum approach distance) 

simultaneous to abundance and biomass estimates. I assessed the impact of PHC 

protection and harvesting on the abundance, biomass and wariness of target species 

across four PHCs in Fiji. I found that PHCs consistently decreased the wariness of 

targeted species but were less likely to increase abundance or biomass. The opening of 

PHCs to harvest events resulted in a rapid increase in the wariness of fishes. An 

increase in the wariness of herbivorous fishes can alter ecosystems through decreased 

algal grazing. My results suggest that behaviour is the most sensitive indicator of 

fishing pressure, followed by biomass and then abundance. While PHCs are effective 

for increasing catch efficiency to provide for short-term objectives, inconsistent effects 
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on abundance and biomass suggest long term fisheries benefits will depend on PHC 

attributes and compliance. 

3.2 Introduction 

As a result of overfishing, the resources that support millions of people in small-scale or 

artisanal fisheries are in decline (Newton et al. 2007; Mora et al. 2009). Although 

fisheries management and conservation strategies can alleviate the impacts of 

overfishing (MacNeil et al. 2015), centralized management is often ineffective in small-

scale tropical fisheries (Ruddle 1998; Gillett et al. 2008). There is mounting evidence 

that fisheries management strategies which build upon or adopt long-standing cultural 

practice or beliefs can achieve greater compliance and conservation outcomes 

(McClanahan et al. 2006; Cinner et al. 2012). For example, spatial and temporal 

closures that were historically implemented in Pacific island communities to respect the 

death of a prominent community member are now promoted by conservation and 

resource management organizations as a fisheries management strategy (Johannes 1978; 

Cohen and Foale 2013; Jupiter et al. 2014). 

 These closures, commonly referred to as ‘periodically harvested closures’ (PHCs), are 

generally small (e.g. median area of 1 km2 in Melanesia; Govan et al. 2009), with 

complex harvest regimes that make it difficult to systematically assess their value to 

fisheries management (Cinner et al. 2006; Bartlett et al. 2009a; Jupiter et al. 2012; 

Cohen and Foale 2013). Short-term fisheries benefits from PHCs through the build-up 

of abundance and biomass have primarily been demonstrated for sessile or sedentary 

invertebrates (e.g., Hart 2003; Valderrama & Anderson 2007). While such benefits have 

been predicted for reef fish (De Klerk and Gatto 1981; Game et al. 2009), these have 

only been demonstrated in a few cases (Cinner et al. 2006; Bartlett et al. 2009a; Jupiter 

et al. 2012). In contemporary fisheries management and conservation, biomass is 

considered the first metric to respond to protection from fishing (Claudet et al. 2006). 

Changes in biomass may detect responses that are not always apparent in abundance 

data (e.g., changes in size structure of target species after protection from fishing; 

McClanahan et al., 2007a). However, motivations behind traditional management 

strategies often involve maximising yields through increased catch efficiency associated 

with a reduction in fish wariness (Cinner et al. 2006; Macintyre and Foale 2007; Cohen 

and Foale 2013). For example, in Fiji, communities traditionally closed areas of fishing 

grounds for 100 days (LMMA Network 2015), which may coincide with the time 
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needed to make fish less wary to spear fishers, but is shorter than the time needed to 

produce significant increases in abundance or biomass (McClanahan et al. 2007). 

Consequently, to assess whether PHCs are capable of providing fisheries benefits, in the 

short-term through increased catch efficiency and in the long-term through increased 

biomass and abundance, it is important to expand assessment beyond abundance and 

biomass data. 

Flight initiation distance (FID) is a behavioural response used as a measure of prey 

wariness (Ydenberg and Dill 1986; Blanchard et al. 1991; Stankowich and Blumstein 

2005). On coral reefs the FID of fish targeted by spear fishers is lower in permanently 

closed areas (Gotanda et al. 2009; Januchowski-Hartley et al. 2015) and customary 

closures/PHCs (Feary et al. 2011; Januchowski-Hartley et al. 2014) compared to areas 

open to fishing. Lower FID and decreased wariness within PHCs has been observed in 

surgeonfish (Acanthuridae) after six months of closure, but lost in as little as three days 

when re-opened to fishing (Januchowski-Hartley et al. 2014). The wariness of an 

individual is also linked to body size, with larger individuals and species often showing 

greater wariness (Stankowich and Blumstein 2005). This has been observed in coral reef 

fishes (Gotanda et al. 2009; Januchowski-Hartley et al. 2015, but see Feary et al. 2011), 

where larger fish are often preferentially targeted by fishers (Dulvy et al. 2004; Graham 

et al. 2005). Thus, the relationship between size and wariness is expected to be less 

pronounced for targeted species in areas closed to fishing. Conversely, the removal of 

natural predators through fishing may weaken the relationship between fish size and 

wariness for non-target species in fished areas. Collecting FID information to test 

hypothesis is however, time consuming and can disturb other fishes, potentially biasing 

future data acquisition. 

Fishing is the most widespread, exploitative activity in our oceans. To understand its 

impacts to marine communities it is important to identify the most sensitive indicators 

of fishing pressure. In contemporary fisheries management and conservation, length and 

biomass are considered the first metrics to respond to protection from fishing (Claudet 

et al. 2006) and may detect responses that are not apparent in abundance data 

(McClanahan et al. 2007b). Recent studies have however identified impacts of fishing 

on the behaviour of targeted species (Alós et al. 2012, 2015, Januchowski-Hartley et al. 

2015), yet the sensitivity of behavioural relative to traditional metrics of changes in 

fishing pressure is unknown.  
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To assess their ability to provide short-term fisheries benefits, I collected abundance, 

biomass and behavioural (wariness) data, using Diver Operated stereo-Video (stereo-

DOV), inside and outside of four PHCs, before and after harvest events. Specifically, I 

aimed to determine whether PHCs are increasing fish abundance and biomass, and/or 

decreasing the wariness of targeted species. I then examined how the opening of PHCs 

for harvest events affects these metrics. I predicted that, wariness would increase with 

fish length, the wariness of larger targeted species would be lower in PHCs than areas 

open to fishing and increase following harvest events. Finally, I assessed the relative 

sensitivity of abundance, biomass and behavioural metrics to changes in fishing 

pressure and predicted that behavioural data would be more sensitive to changes in 

fishing pressure than abundance and biomass. 

3.3 Methods 

Study area 

Surveys were carried out at reefs adjacent to four different villages on Koro (Nakodu, 

Tuatua) and Ovalau islands (Nauouo, Natokalau), Fiji, in 2013. Each village had a PHC 

under a different management regime (Table 3.1). PHCs had been established for 3-8 

years prior to surveys, though the frequency at which they had been harvested 

historically and level of compliance varied. Surveys were carried out immediately 

before and after harvests, that lasted between 1 to 4 days and involved spear fishing 

and/or fish drives into gill nets. All historical harvest events were reported by key 

informants to have been of similar intensity to those presented here, although this could 

not be verified empirically. 

All PHCs were relatively large (0.73 – 3.14 km2) when compared to the median for 

Melanesia, and varied with habitats, depths and size of local fishing ground (Table 3.1). 

No significant differences in the benthic strata (measured through underwater visual 

census) were observed between PHC and open areas (Jupiter et al., In Review). 

Compliance levels were based on surveys with village spokespersons, who were asked 

to rate compliance as low (frequent breaches of management rules), moderate 

(occasional breaches) or high (infrequent breaches). To estimate fishing pressure during 

harvest events (Harvest Intensity), I recorded the gear, area fished, time, number of 

fishers and their catch (length, abundance and species) during the harvest for each PHC. 

Harvest intensity was calculated as the total number of fisher hours per km2 of PHC. 
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Sampling Design 

I sampled between 3 and 5 sites inside each of the four PHCs (depending on PHC size), 

and six sites open to regular fishing (three on each side of each PHC) in areas within the 

local community’s fishing ground. At each site six 5 m by 50 m belt transects separated 

by 10 m were completed, following (Shedrawi et al. 2014). Sampling was done the 

week before the opening of each PHC and repeated a day after the harvest ended. These 

four treatments were termed PHC Before, Open Before, PHC After and Open After.  

Sampling technique 

Diver Operated stereo-Video (stereo-DOV) is an approach to collecting fish data that 

can alleviate some of the problems associated with the collection of FID. Stereo-DOV 

can provide highly accurate estimates of fish size and position relative to the camera 

system (Harvey et al. 2004) and is one of the most effective methods for detecting 

harvest impacts on the abundance of targeted species within PHCs (Goetze et al. 2015). 

Moreover, the distance between the fish and the camera system at the closest point, the 

minimum approach distance (MAD), provides a useful measure of fish wariness that has 

been used to compare the behavioural response of fish towards divers with open-circuit 

SCUBA vs. closed-circuit re-breather (Lindfield et al. 2014). Unlike FID, MAD 

estimates can be collected for every individual encountered, simultaneous to 

abundance/biomass surveys, resulting in rapid and extensive replication without altering 

field protocols.  

Stereo-DOVs were used to collect abundance, length and MAD simultaneously. 

Transects took an average of 2 minutes and 30 seconds to complete. Biomass was 

calculated from length estimates using the standard length-weight equations and values 

from FishBase (Froese and Pauly 2015), preferentially selected from sites closest to Fiji 

(Jupiter and Egli 2011). My stereo-DOV systems used two Canon high definition 

cameras mounted 0.7 m apart on a base bar inwardly converged at seven degrees to 

provide a standardized field of view from 0.5 to 8 m. Stereo-video imagery was 

calibrated using the program CAL (http://www.seagis.com.au/bundle.html), following 

the procedures outlined by Harvey & Shortis (1998). This enabled measurements of fish 

length, the distance to (range) and angle of the fish from the centre of the camera, and 

standardisation of the area surveyed. Individuals further than 8 m in front (determined 

by the minimum visibility) or 2.5 m to the left or right of the stereo-DOV system were 

excluded. 



 
 

 

Table 3-1: Information on PHC characteristics, fishing grounds, harvests and targeted species across the four villages 

Village 

PHC and Fishing Ground Information Harvest Information 
Targeted 
Species 

Size 
(km2) 

Habitat 
(Depth) 

Year 
Est. 

Compliance 
Fishing 
Method 

Historical 
Harvest 
Regime 

Harvest 
Duration 

(days) 

Harvest 
Intensity 
(hrs/km2) 

Harvest 
efficiency 

(fish person 
hour-1) 

Time Closed 
Before 

Previous 
Harvest 
(Years) 

Species and 
(no. caught) 

Nakodu 0.73 
Lagoon (1-

3 m ) 
2010 High 

Spearfishing 
and Fish 

Drive 

None since 
creation 

4 1271.6 3.7 3 

C. spilurus 
(118), S. 

rivulatus (7), 
H. hortulanus 

(14) 

Tuatua 1.34 

Coastal 
Fringing 

Reef Slope  
(5-8 m) 

2005 High 
Spearfishing 

and Fish 
Drive 

Every 3 
months for 

several years 
prior to study 

1 50.1 2.93 0.25 

C. spilurus (1), 
S. niger (11), 
S. schlegeli 

(22) 

Natokalau 2.17 
Lagoon (1-

3 m) 
2006 High 

Spearfishing 
and Fish 

Drive 

Once in 2011 
and 2012 

2 94.3 3.38 1 

C. spilurus (4), 
S. schlegeli 

(9), S.rivulatus 
(6) 

Nauouo 3.69 
Back Reef 
Slope    (5-

8 m) 
2010 Low Spearfishing 

Once in 2011 
and 2013 

3 39.9 2.44 3 

C.spilurus (3), 
S. schlegeli 

(2), S. 
rivulatus (1) 

40 
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Video	analysis	

Pairs of videos from the stereo-DOV systems were viewed in the program 

EventMeasure (http://www.seagis.com.au/bundle.html). Standard procedures for 

abundance and identification were followed (Goetze et al. 2015), and data was extracted 

from EventMeasure and cleaned following Langlois et al. (2015). To collect MAD data 

the fork length for each fish was measured when the fish was at the closest point to the 

camera and this distance was automatically computed by EventMeasure. If a length 

measurement could not be made when the fish was at the closest point (i.e. was partly 

obscured or at a severe angle) a “3D point” was made, which only requires one common 

point to be located on each stereo pair to calculate distance. This distance was then 

entered into the original length measurement to give a MAD for every individual 

observed within the sampling area. The angle of the fish from the centre of the stereo-

DOV ranged from 0 to 40° and scatter plots showed no evidence of a relationship with 

the obliqueness of approach (angle) and MAD (R2 = 0.0012, SE = 0.037).  

Species selection 

A total of 162 species were caught during harvests across the four villages. From each 

village, the three most abundant species from stereo-DOV surveys that were caught 

during the harvest and historically targeted by Fijian fishers (Jennings & Polunin 1996a) 

were pooled as “targeted species”. Due to the large spatial scale of the study this 

resulted in different species being examined across villages, though the bullethead 

parrotfish (Chlorurus spilurus) was the most abundant species across all villages and 

thus appears in all analysis of “targeted species” (Table 3.1). I limited targeted species 

to the top three most abundant species due to large variation in the average MAD of 

species with different life history traits and the potential to skew data when recorded in 

low numbers in one of the treatments (PHC Before, Open Before, PHC After and Open 

After). The striated surgeonfish (Ctenochaetus striatus) was removed from analysis 

despite meeting these requirements due to observations of anti-predator behaviour that 

was unrelated to MAD (i.e. fleeing into reef crevices followed by inspection behaviour: 

see Januchowski-Hartley et al. 2011). The threespot wrasse (Halichoeres trimaculatus) 

was the only highly abundant non-target species and was limited to individual village 

analysis due to a lack of sufficient numbers across all villages. Fish less than 8 cm were 

removed from the analyses, as their length could not be measured accurately over the 

full range (8 m) (Harvey et al. 2010). 
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Data analysis 

Behaviour	(MAD)	

Effect sizes were used to model the impact of each PHC and harvest event on the MAD 

of targeted species across each village. Due to the wariness of target fishes increasing as 

fish size increases (Januchowski-Hartley et al. 2011), linear models were used to assess 

the relationships between MAD (m) and fork length (cm) across the PHC Before, Open 

Before, PHC After and Open After surveys (Figure 3.1a). In areas open to fishing a 

relatively steep slope is expected, where larger fish targeted by fishers have a greater 

MAD and wariness compared to smaller fish. In PHCs I expect this slope to decrease as 

a result of lower MAD and wariness in the larger fishes that are now protected. 

However, a decrease in slope could also be caused by an increase in MAD and wariness 

of smaller fishes. Thus, to compare the linear models of MAD and fish length between 

PHCs and open areas and distinguish between impacts to small and large fishes, the 

slope (difference in MAD between large and small fish) and the intercept (difference in 

MAD for fish too small to target) will be required. Similarly, effect sizes comparing 

slopes and intercepts are also needed to assess the impacts of harvest events, as I would 

expect a greater impact on the MAD and wariness of larger fish (due to preferential 

targeting) compared to small. 

For each village i the slope effect size before the harvest, mEb,i, was calculated as the 

log-ratio of the slope in the PHC Before, βPb,i, to the slope in the Open Before the 

harvest, βOb,i, while the slope effect size after the harvest mEa,i, was calculated as the 

log-ratio of the slope in the PHC After, βPa,i, to the slope in the Open After the harvest, 

βOa,i (see Figure 3.1a for conceptual diagram): 
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mEa,i , σPb,i, σOb,i, σPa,i and σOa,i are the standard deviations associated with slopes βPb,i, 
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βOb,i, βPa,i,  and βOa,i respectively, and nPb,i, nOb,i, nPa,i, and nOa,i, are the number of fish 

used to calculate each slope. 

The intercept of each linear model (PHC Before, Open Before, PHC After and Open 

After) was based on the average MAD of 8 cm fish (Figure 3.1a). An intercept of 8 cm 

was chosen as fish less than 10 cm were not recorded in the catch data during harvests, 

meaning 8 cm fish were the smallest that could be measured accurately and were 

unlikely to have been targeted by fishers. For each village i, the intercept effect size 

before the harvest IEb,i, was calculated as the log-ratio of the Euclidean distance 

between the average MAD at 8 cm in the PHC Before, yx=8,Pb,i and the Open Before, 

yx=8,Ob,i, and after the harvest IEa,i, the log-ratio in the PHC After, yx=8,Pa,i and the Open 

After, yx=8,Oa,i (see Figure 3.1a for conceptual diagram): 
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where 
,
 and 

,
 are the variances associated with the effect sizes IEb,i and IEa,i, 

σPb,i, σOb,i, σPa,i and σOa,i are the standard deviations associated with yx=8,Pb,i, yx=8,IOb,i, 

yx=8,Pa,i,   and yx=8,Oa,i, respectively, and nPb,i, nOb,i, nPa,i, and nOa,i, are the number of fish 

used to calculate each slope. 

The conceptual diagram in Figure 3.1a shows the expected results from a well-managed 

PHC that is impacted by an intense harvest event. The PHC protection results in a 

negative slope effect size, shown by a decreased slope in the PHC Before relative to the 

Open Before model. There is no difference in the intercepts before the harvest 

suggesting the decreased slope in the PHC Before is due to a lower wariness of larger 

individuals. After the harvest the slope of the PHC After has increased so it is 

comparable to the Open After. In this case, the harvest has impacted all sizes of fish as 

there has been an increase in slope and the intercept in the PHC After compared to the 

Open After. 
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Abundance	and	biomass	

Effect sizes were also used to model the impact of each PHC and harvest event on the 

biomass and abundance of targeted species across each village. For each village i, the 

effect size before the harvest Eb,i, was calculated as the log-ratio of the mean abundance 

or biomass per replicate in the PHC Before,	 ,  and the Open Before, , , and after 

the harvest Ea,i, the log ratio in the PHC After,	 , , and the Open After, 	 ,  (see 

Figure 3.1b for conceptual diagram): 
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,
 and 

,
 are the variances associated with the effect sizes Eb,i and Ea,i, σPb,i, 

σOb,i, σPa,i and σOa,i are the standard deviations associated with the means , , , , 

, , and 	 , , respectively, and nPb,i, nOb,i, nPa,i, and nOa,i, are the number of replicates 

used to calculate each mean. 

The conceptual diagram in Figure 3.1b also shows the expected results from a well-

managed PHC that is impacted by an intense harvest event. There is a significantly 

positive effect size before the harvest (Eb), suggesting that PHC protection has increased 

the biomass/abundance. The effect size after the harvest (Ea), decreases due to an 

intense harvest event, making the PHC comparable to open areas. 

Meta‐analytical	framework	

I used a random effects model, with a restricted maximum-likelihood estimator to assess 

the effectiveness of PHCs before and after harvests and to test for heterogeneity using 

the effect sizes defined above. Meta-analyses were done using the package metafor 

(Viechtbauer 2010) in the R language for statistical computing (R Development Core 

Team, 2014). Where a significant effect of protection and an impact of the harvest were 

detected at the pooled species level for abundance, biomass or behaviour, I explored the 

results of protection and harvest at the level of individual species. 
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Figure 3-1: (a) Conceptual diagram of the linear models of the minimum approach distance (MAD) to 
fish fork length relationship. Prior to harvest the slope and intercept of the MAD to length relationship is 
expected to be lower within the periodic harvest closure (PHC) (solid and green) than fished areas (solid 
and blue). After harvesting the slope and intercept of the MAD inside the PHC (dashed and red) is 
expected to be similar to fished areas (dashed and black), which is expected to remain unchanged. (b) 
Conceptual diagram of a theoretical harvest regime within a PHC (P) and Open area (O) before (b) and 
after (a) harvest events. Effect sizes are shown before (Eb,) and after (Ea,) the harvest. 
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3.4 Results 

Behaviour 

Before harvests, there was a significant 25% decrease in the slope of MAD/fish length 

within PHCs compared to open areas in the pooled targeted species across all villages 

(Figure 3.2). This was due to a lower wariness of larger individuals within the PHC, 

with no difference in the intercepts before the harvest (95% CI overlapping zero). This 

result was most evident in two PHCs, Nakodu and Natokalau, where MAD increased 

with fish length for all three targeted species and the non-targeted H. trimaculatus 

(Table 3.2, Figure 3.3). Before the harvest in Nakodu, there was a 37% decrease in the 

slope of MAD and fish length for Chlorurus spilurus and a 43% decrease for 

Halichoeres hortulanus, while in Natokalau there was a 55% decrease with S. rivulatus 

in PHCs compared to open areas. This was due to a lower wariness of larger individuals 

for all three species within the PHCs, with no difference in the intercepts before 

harvests. 

After the harvest, there was no difference in the slope of MAD/fish length within the 

PHC, compared to open areas in the pooled targeted species across all villages (Figure 

3.2). This was due to an increase in the wariness of larger individuals within the PHC, 

with no difference in the intercepts after the harvest. However, both the slope and 

intercept effects after the harvest were heterogeneous, suggesting the harvest did not 

impact fish wariness in the same way across all PHCs. After the harvest a significant 

difference in intercepts was observed in Nakodu and Tuatua, indicating increased 

wariness across fish of all sizes (Table 3.2). In the Nakodu PHC, there was an increase 

in the slope of MAD and fish length for C. spilurus, H. Hortulanus and Scarus 

rivulatus, making wariness comparable or greater than open areas (Table 3.2, Figure 

3.2). This increased wariness occurred in larger individuals of S. rivulatus and H. 

Hortulanus within the Nakodu PHC, with no difference in the intercepts after the 

harvest. All sizes of C. spilurus were impacted by the harvest with a significant increase 

in the intercept of the PHC when compared to open areas after the harvest. In the 

Natokalau PHC, there was an increase in the slope of MAD and fish length for C. 

spilurus after the harvest. The increase in wariness occurred in larger individuals, with 

no difference in the intercept after the harvest. For the non-target species Halichoeres 

trimaculatus, there were no differences in slope or intercept between the Nakodu or 

Natokalau PHCs and open areas, before or after harvests. 
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Abundance 

On average, there was no difference in the abundance of targeted species between PHCs 

and open areas, before or after harvests (Figure 3.2). However, this result was 

heterogeneous, suggesting variation across PHCs. Targeted species were 136% more 

abundant before the harvest and remained 80% more abundant after the harvest in the 

Nakodu PHC compared to areas open to fishing (Table 3.2). A significantly greater 

abundance of C. spilurus and S. rivulatus was recorded in the Nakodu PHC before the 

harvest with 146% and 241% greater than open areas, respectively. S. rivulatus was the 

only species impacted by the harvest, with its abundance reduced to 5% greater in the 

PHC compared to open areas, after the harvest. There were no significant differences in 

the abundance of the non-target species H. trimaculatus in the Nakodu PHCs compared 

to open areas, before or after harvest (Table 3.2). 

There were no significant differences in the abundance of all three targeted species or 

the non-target H. trimaculatus between the Natokalau PHC and open areas, before the 

harvest. After the harvest, there was a significant increase in S. rivulatus and a decrease 

in the non-target H. trimaculatus in the Natokalau PHC compared to open areas. 

Biomass 

On average, there was no difference in the biomass of targeted species between PHCs 

and open areas, before or after harvests (Figure 3.2). However, this result was 

heterogeneous, suggesting variation across PHCs. In the Nakodu PHC, there was a 

194% greater biomass of targeted species before the harvest and 164% after the harvest 

compared to areas open to fishing. At Nauouo, biomass was lower in the PHC 

compared to outside, both before and after the harvest.  

A greater biomass of C. spilurus, S. rivulatus and H. hortulanus was recorded in the 

Nakodu PHC before the harvest with 219%, 221% and 95% greater than open areas, 

respectively (Table 3.2). S. rivulatus was the only species to be impacted by the harvest 

with its biomass being reduced to 63% greater in the PHC compared to open areas, after 

the harvest. A significantly greater biomass of the non-target H. trimaculatus was 

recorded in the PHC compared to open areas, after the harvest. In the Natokalau PHC, 

there were no significant differences in the biomass of all three targeted species when 

compare to open areas, before or after the harvest. There was a significant decrease in 

H. trimaculatus within the Natokalau PHC compared to open areas, after the harvest.



 
 

 

Figure 3-2: PHC vs. Open area log-ratio effect sizes for the pooled targeted species across all villages before and after the harvest. Black dots represent results where the 95% 
confidence interval of the effect size does not overlap zero. The superscript H indicates that significant heterogeneity (H < 0.05) was associated with the effect size. 

Table 3-2: PHC vs. Open area effect sizes for targeted species and non-target Halichoeres hortulanus (NT) before and after the harvest across behaviour, abundance and biomass 
metrics. Effect sizes (log-ratios) are back transformed and presented as the percentage of increase (or decrease) inside the PHC compared to outside. Percentages are shown in bold 
when the 95% confidence interval of the effect size did not overlap zero. 

Village Species 
Behaviour (Slope) Behaviour (Intercept) Abundance Biomass 

Before After Before After Before After Before After 

Nakodu 

Targeted (Pooled) -37 22 2 16 136 80 194 164 
    Chlorurus spilurus -37 28 -1 12 146 119 219 196 
    Scarus rivulatus -26 65 9 -1 241 5 221 63 
    Halichoeres hortulanus -43 62 7 5 40 42 95 215 
Halichoeres trimaculatus (NT) 118 13 -9 12 40 24 80 83 

Natokalau 

Targeted (Pooled) -35 -33 -3 -1 14 38 1 -47 
    Chlorurus spilurus -4 -53 -13 -6 -8 -7 -19 -55 
    Scarus rivulatus -55 11 5 1 1 64 13 -41 
    Scarus schlegeli 1 -79 -7 11 96 67 58 -12 
Halichoeres trimaculatus (NT) 190 -17 -20 -7 15 -36 38 -41 

Nauouo Targeted (Pooled) -19 13 1 -9 28 -39 -51 -70 
Tuatua Targeted (Pooled) -2 -32 5 29 0 -11 4 4 
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Figure 3-3: Linear models for the PHC Before (solid green line and dots), PHC After (dashed red line and dots), Open Before (solid blue line and dots) and Open After (dashed 
black line and dots) for the three targeted and one non-targeted species (H. trimaculatus (NT)) in Nakodu and Natokalau villages.
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3.5 Discussion 

PHCs are now the most widely adopted fisheries management strategy by communities 

across Melanesia, with over 1000 in place (H. Govan, pers. comm.), in part due to their 

promotion by conservation and natural resource management organisations. My results 

show that PHCs are capable of achieving one of their major traditional objectives, 

increasing catch efficiency potential by reducing wariness of targeted fishes. Before 

harvesting, the most common targeted species were less wary within all PHCs, similar 

to studies on customary closures/PHCs in Papua New Guinea and Vanuatu (Feary et al. 

2011; Januchowski-Hartley et al. 2014). However, I found that the extent of wariness 

was not of the same magnitude, across all four PHCs, likely due to variation in 

management strategies and compliance. The two PHCs where fish were significantly 

less wary had good compliance and were closed for at least one year, suggesting 

compliance and length of closure are important for reducing wariness. These PHCs also 

recorded the greatest harvest efficiencies, suggesting the decrease in wariness translated 

into greater catch efficiency. I recorded a rapid increase in fish wariness after short (1-4 

day), harvest events, similar to results reported by Januchowski-Hartley et al. (2014), 

where an increase in wariness occurred after just 3 days of harvesting. PHCs are thus 

potentially effective for taming fish, which may translate into short-term increases in 

harvest efficiency; however, longer closure periods may be needed to ensure increases 

in abundance and biomass (e.g., McClanahan et al., 2007a). 

The overall decrease in wary behaviour of target fish within PHCs before harvesting, 

contrasts with inconsistencies in increased abundance and biomass of these species. 

This suggests that behaviour is a more sensitive metric with which to detect fish 

community responses to protection from fishing. In addition, harvests had a greater 

effect on wariness than abundance or biomass of targeted species, suggesting behaviour 

is a more sensitive metric of the impacts of fishing and capable of detecting relatively 

light fishing pressure (Januchowski-Hartley et al. 2014, 2015). Under their current 

management, PHCs are more likely to satisfy short-term socio-cultural needs through 

increased catch efficiency than the increased productivity of target species needed for 

long term fisheries management or conservation (Jupiter et al. 2012, 2014; Cohen and 

Foale 2013). I observed a positive biomass response to PHC protection in all three 

target species in one of the four study villages (Nakodu), which is likely due to high 

compliance and the long period of closure (3 years) unique to this village. In contrast, a 
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consistent response was not observed in abundance, which may be due to the time of 

closure being sufficient to allow fish to increase in size, but not number (e.g., see 

Claudet et al. 2006; McClanahan et al. 2007). Therefore as predicted, I found that 

behaviour is the most sensitive indicator of fishing pressure, followed by biomass and 

then abundance. 

In two villages (Nakodu and Natokalau) I observed the greatest effect of PHC 

protection on the behaviour of the pooled targeted species. In Nakodu, the harvest 

resulted in an increased wariness for all sizes of the three targeted species. This is most 

likely due to the high intensity and method of harvesting at Nakodu, where a fish-drive 

strategy was utilised, involving up to 70 fishers in the water and the “doubling up” of a 

gill net so that fish as small as 10 cm were caught. Conversely, in Natokalau, the harvest 

was lower in intensity and spearfishing was the main fishing method used rather than a 

fish drive and only the larger individuals of one species were impacted. Relatively light 

and infrequent harvests may therefore only affect the behaviour of larger individuals 

that are expected to be more sensitive to threats (Stankowich and Blumstein 2005; 

Cooper and Frederick 2007). Fish-drives appear particularly effective at increasing 

wariness across a broader size range, potentially due to the indiscriminate targeting of 

fish by size and/or degradation of habitat (Jennings and Polunin 1996b) and a 

subsequent increase in anti-predator response behaviour (McCormick and Lönnstedt 

2013).  

The size of an individual is a major driver of anti-predator behaviour across taxa, and 

has a generally positive relationship with wariness (Stankowich and Blumstein 2005). 

The positive relationship between MAD and fish length for targeted and non-target 

species in Nakodu and Natokalau is consistent with both theoretical (Ydenberg and Dill 

1986; Cooper and Frederick 2007) and empirical studies of coral reef fishes (Gotanda et 

al. 2009; Januchowski-Hartley et al. 2015, but see Feary et al. 2011). However, the 

relationship between size and MAD was generally greater for targeted than non-target 

species. Reduced threats from natural predators can impact on trophic relationships in 

coral reefs (e.g., Madin et al. 2010). In the context of reduced numbers of large 

piscivores on coral reefs, both in Fiji (Dulvy et al. 2004) and more generally (Myers and 

Worm 2003), these findings provide evidence that the primary source of predation 

threat experienced by coral reef fishes post-recruitment is fishing activity.  
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Using stereo-DOVs can rapidly provide large amounts of behavioural data from 

monitoring programs historically focused on estimating abundance and biomass of 

fishes (Goetze et al. 2015). MAD can be extracted through a simple change in video 

analysis (Lindfield et al. 2014), without compromising assessments of abundance and 

biomass, providing a basis for collection of behavioural data from archived images for 

comparison with current and future studies. Behavioural data may be particularly 

important for monitoring programs, given that it was more sensitive to changes in 

fishing pressure when compared to abundance and biomass. For example, the impacts 

of poaching are often difficult to quantify (Bergseth et al. 2015), and here the two 

villages showing discernible behavioural effects were associated with good compliance. 

The collection of MAD data simultaneous to abundance and biomass estimates may 

offer a rapid assessment of illegal fishing. This may provide a cost-effective indicator of 

protection, poaching or increases in fishing pressure. The applicability of MAD in 

assessing wariness needs to be assessed over a broader range of fishing types, pressures 

and management strategies, which may be achieved with a combination of future 

studies and analysis of historic stereo imagery. 

My results suggest that PHCs increase catch efficiency through decreased fish wariness, 

and despite an increase in the abundance and biomass of targeted species in one PHC, 

behaviour is more sensitive to the effects of fishing. Positive results of behaviour, 

abundance and biomass coincided with larger closing times and higher compliance, 

although the number of PHCs assessed during this study was not sufficient to test the 

impacts of variation in management more explicitly. Despite recording impacts of 

harvest events on fish wariness, abundance and biomass, I was not able to determine the 

time required for these metrics to recover. Given that PHCs are now common across 

Melanesia, and the fisheries resources they manage are essential for the livelihood of 

these communities, the impacts of multiple harvests and recovery potential need to be 

examined. This will allow for more robust management recommendations for closure 

times, size of PHCs and gear and/or species restrictions during harvests. I recommend 

that PHCs are well enforced during closures and high intensity harvest events using gill 

nets are avoided in order to increase the potential for short-term fisheries benefits. 
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4.  CHAPTER 4 - Demonstrating benefits 
from periodically harvested fisheries 
closures 

Prelude 

In Chapter 3 I show that PHCs in Fiji are effective for increasing catch efficiency to 

provide for short-term objectives, while inconsistent effects on abundance and biomass 

suggest long term fisheries benefits will depend on PHC attributes and compliance. The 

research in this chapter expands the scope of study from a small network of PHCs in 

Fiji, to a global level analysis through a literature review. This expansion allowed me to 

more formally assess the PHC attributes and compliance that Chapter 3 suggests is a 

major driver of PHC effectiveness. Finally, I construct a comprehensive conceptual 

framework to formalize and guide future research on the effectiveness of PHCs as a 

fisheries management and conservation strategy. 

4.1 Abstract 

Periodically harvested closures (PHCs) are fisheries closures that have opening regimes 

ranging from mostly closed to mostly open. As one of the most common forms of 

fisheries management in Melanesia PHC have multiple objectives, including sustaining 

fish stocks to support small-scale fisheries. Previous case studies indicate varying 

effectiveness of PHCs in providing short-term fisheries benefits, though no studies have 

comprehensively assessed their ability to achieve objectives related to protection of 

targeted species across the entire harvest regime. I present a novel analytical framework 

to develop questions and guide meta-analysis of the effectiveness of PHCs to deliver 

benefits for multiple fisheries-related objectives. I found data from 10 PHCs met my 

selection criteria for inclusion in meta-analysis and that, on average, they provided a 

48% greater abundance and 92% greater biomass of targeted fishes pre-harvest 

compared with surrounding areas open to fishing. This translated into tangible harvest 

benefits, with fishers removing a large proportion of the abundance and biomass within 

PHCs during harvests, resulting in little post-harvest protection benefits. Moreover, my 

results suggest that PHCs will need to be closed for a considerable period of time to 

allow recovery to pre-harvest status. Factors affecting the ability of PHCs to provide 
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pre-harvest protection benefits include PHC size, age, compliance and outside fishing 

pressure. These same factors were associated with greater harvest benefits, suggesting 

increased availability of fish leads to greater removal during harvests so that strict 

controls may be needed to prevent overfishing once PHCs are opened. PHCs can 

provide short-term fisheries benefits, while long-term temporal monitoring data through 

multiple harvest events and/or spatially dynamic fisheries models are needed to answer 

questions relating to long term fisheries or conservation benefits. 

4.2 Introduction 

Inshore fisheries resources that support small-scale fisheries are in decline (Newton et 

al. 2007; Mora et al. 2009), with direct and indirect impacts on food security and 

livelihood for millions of coastal residents (Pauly et al. 2005; Bell et al. 2009). Various 

spatial (e.g., no-take marine reserves, NTMRs) and non-spatial (e.g., quotas, gear 

restrictions) management strategies are being implemented with mixed success to 

achieve fisheries management, conservation and socio-cultural objectives (Worm et al. 

2009; Gaines et al. 2010; Rassweiler et al. 2012). In small-scale fisheries, these 

objectives often include maintaining or improving: long-term sustainable yield and 

profit; catch efficiency; reproductive capacity of fisheries; biodiversity and ecosystem 

function (Jupiter et al. 2014). Because achievement of these objectives requires 

optimizing different factors, tradeoffs may arise when managing to achieve multiple 

objectives simultaneously (Cohen and Steenbergen 2015; Daw et al. 2015)).  

Periodically harvested closures (PHCs) are functionally similar to rotational harvests of 

fishing grounds and have opening regimes that can range from mostly closed to mostly 

open (Cohen and Foale 2013). PHCs are commonly applied in Indo-Pacific coral reef 

fisheries as a strategy to increase catch efficiency to provide for socioeconomic and 

cultural needs (Jupiter et al. 2012, 2014; Cohen and Foale 2013). The number of PHCs 

implemented is increasing rapidly with a current estimate of >1000 established across 

Melanesia (H. Govan, pers. comm.). This rapid increase in PHC implementation is 

partially attributed to poor compliance with NTMRs resulting in an increased interest in 

revitalizing customary practice (Johannes 2002; Foale and Manele 2004; Cohen and 

Foale 2013). The increasing reliance on PHC to manage local fish stocks highlights the 

importance of understanding the functioning of this strategy. 
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Historically, PHCs were likely implemented to increase catch efficiency through a 

decrease in fish wariness, as fishers observed that the behaviour of fish will change 

during closure, making them easier to catch (Cinner et al. 2006; Feary et al. 2011). 

However, this increased catchability also means that a small amount of effort can 

effectively remove substantial biomass (Januchowski-Hartley et al. 2014). Such pulse 

harvests benefit fishers in the short-term, but potentially increase the likelihood of 

overharvesting, compromising long-term conservation and fisheries management 

objectives (Jupiter et al. 2012; Cohen and Foale 2013). Despite a burgeoning PHC 

literature  (Cinner et al. 2006; Bartlett et al. 2009a; Jupiter et al. 2012; Cohen and 

Alexander 2013; Cohen et al. 2013; Januchowski-Hartley et al. 2014; Goetze et al. 

2015), there has been little quantitative work to understand the effectiveness of PHCs to 

simultaneously achieve multiple objectives. 

The complex nature of PHCs with highly variable harvesting regimes (Cohen and Foale 

2013) and their use to achieve multiple objectives simultaneously (Jupiter et al. 2014) 

has made it difficult to generalize about their effectiveness. By contrast, drivers of 

NTMRs performance have been investigated extensively using meta-analyses e (e.g., 

(Côté et al. 2001; Halpern 2003; Claudet et al. 2008, 2010; Lester et al. 2009; 

McClanahan et al. 2009; Molloy et al. 2009; Vandeperre et al. 2011; Edgar et al. 2014). 

Quantitative analyses of individual PHCs indicate variability in effectiveness (e.g., 

(Cinner et al. 2006; Bartlett et al. 2009a; Jupiter and Egli 2011). Some empirical studies 

suggest pulse harvests may be sustainable where total effort and catch from PHCs are 

low to moderate compared with continuously fished reefs (Cohen et al. 2013). 

Meanwhile, theoretical analysis indicates that, under certain harvest schedules, PHCs 

can generate fisheries yields and in situ biomass matching those achievable under 

optimal non-spatial management or with NTMRs (Carvalho et al. in prep). Importantly, 

these yields may be achieved with greater catch efficiency under a PHC strategy 

(Januchowski-Hartley et al. 2014). 

To assess whether PHC practice matches theory, I designed an analytical framework to 

guide meta-analysis of the effectiveness of PHCs to deliver protection benefits and 

inform future studies aiming to assess long-term objectives. I then reviewed the 

literature and available unpublished data to gather a comprehensive database to 

quantitatively assess the ability of PHCs to provide short-term fisheries benefits to local 

communities. Finally, I analysed cases that met my review criteria to assess which 

factors specifically contribute to fisheries protection and harvest benefits from PHCs. 
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4.3 Methods 

Analytical framework and literature search 

I developed hypotheses, effect sizes and sampling designs to assess eight potential 

social-ecological benefits (italicized text below) derived from PHCs (Table 4.1). Pre-

harvest protection benefits result from increased availability of abundance or biomass 

within a PHC compared to areas open to fishing prior to a harvest event. This is 

comparable to a measurement of post-harvest recovery, which is the same effect size 

measure taken at some defined time following a harvest event. Post-harvest protection 

benefits are gained when some level of increased abundance or biomass remains after 

the harvest, while maintenance of post-harvest protection assesses whether these 

benefits are retained through a subsequent harvest. Harvest benefits to fishing 

communities result when they are able to remove a large proportion of the abundance 

and biomass from a PHC during a pulse fishing event. Recovery of pre-harvest 

protection assesses the relative state of the fishery to the levels of abundance or biomass 

prior to the last harvest. The conservation benefit evaluates the ability of a PHC to 

increase fish stocks compared to NTMRs. Finally, the sustainability of periodic harvest 

practice assesses the ability of PHCs to maintain all of these benefits over the long 

term. 

A literature search acquired published information to assess the eight benefits in Table 

4.1. Single and combined terms were used to search all databases of the ISI Web of 

Knowledge and Google Scholar for literature on PHCs (see search terms in Supplement 

7). A total of 85 publications had information on an area that had been opened to fishing 

after being closed for a specified time. The reference lists of these publications were 

then examined to identify additional studies (mostly grey literature) that were not found 

in the initial literature search. Reference lists from manuscripts with the most recent 

publication date were examined first, until they stopped revealing any new literature. 

This identified an additional 40 studies, giving a total of 125 publications with 

information on PHCs. Of these, 29 studies reported empirical data that could be 

extracted from tables and/or figures. Authors and/or co-authors of these publications 

were asked for unpublished data on additional PHCs and information from six PHCs 

was obtained. 



 
 

Table 4-1: Benefit and assessment of individual or multiple PHCs. CI: Control Impact; BACI: Before After Control Impact; BACIPS: Before After Control Impact Paired Series; Pb: 
PHC Before; Ob: Open Before; Pa: PHC after; Oa: Open After; Pr: PHC Recovery; Or: Open Recovery; O: Open;  Ex = Eb, Eh, Er, Ec or  f(Eb…c). 

Potential PHC benefit Hypothesis Effect size description Effect size equation Sampling 

1. Pre-harvest protection Abundance/biomass are greater inside PHCs 
compared to outside immediately prior to a 
harvest. 

Ratio of inside to outside before harvests. Eb = Pb/Ob CI 

2. Harvest Harvests remove a larger proportion of 
abundance/biomass within PHCs than outside. 

Ratio of after to before in the PHC while 
controlling for change outside.  

Eh =(Pa/Pb)/(Oa/Ob) BACI 

3. Post-harvest protection  Abundance/biomass remain greater inside PHCs 
compared to outside immediately after they are 
harvested. 

Ratio of inside to outside after harvests. Ea = Pa/Oa CI 

4. Post-harvest recovery Abundance/biomass are greater inside PHCs 
compared to outside after a certain period of time 
after the prior harvest. 

Ratio of inside to outside after a certain 
period of recovery. 

Er = Pr/Or CI 

5. Recovery of pre-
harvest protection 

Abundance/biomass within the PHCs after a 
certain period of time is equal to or greater than 
prior to the harvest. 

Ratio of the PHC after a certain period of 
recovery to the PHC before the prior 
harvest while controlling for change outside.  

Ep = (Pr/Pb) / 
(Or/Ob)  
 

Multiple 
CI 

6. Maintenance of post-
harvest protection 

Abundance/biomass within PHCs immediately 
after the subsequent harvest is equal to or greater 
than immediately after the prior harvest. 

Ratio of the PHC after the subsequent 
harvest to the PHC after the prior harvest 
while controlling for change outside. 

Em = (Pan+1/Oan+1) 
/(Pan/Oan) 

Multiple 
CI 

7. Conservation The pre-harvest protection benefit of PHCs is 
equal to or greater than the protection benefit of 
no-take marine reserves. 

Ratio of inside to outside before harvests, 
relative to inside outside no-take areas 
(NTMR) in the same area. 

Ec= 
(Pb/Ob)/(NTMR/O) 

Beyond CI 

8. Sustainability of 
periodic harvest 
practice 

PHCs benefits are maintained or increased over 
the long term.  

Slope of the above effect sizes over 
multiple harvest cycles. 

Es = m 
where Y=m*Ex+b 

BACIPS 
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Selection criteria and data evaluation 

Selection criteria were established to ensure that the data could be used to quantify at 

least one of the potential benefits of PHCs (Table 4.1): (i) studies must have collected 

abundance and/or biomass data inside and outside of a PHC that had been opened to 

fishing at some stage; (ii) PHCs needed to be strictly no-take when closed to fishing; 

(iii) control sites must have been located in areas that were continuously fished; (iv) 

data collection methods had to be standardized inside and outside of the PHC and 

before and after the harvest and fisheries-independent; and (iv) adequate statistical 

information had to be provided including number of replicates, means, and error 

estimates. Meta-analysis of PHCs is more complex than for NTMRs, due to variations 

in harvest frequency, duration and intensity and as a result, has more exacting data 

requirements. A total of 11 out of 29 published and 6 unpublished studies met these 

criteria. All but one presented information on coral reef fishes, thus I restricted analyses 

to coral reef fish in ten PHCs (Table 4.2). Insufficient replication within existing 

empirical datasets constrained my ability to assess the ability of PHCs to deliver 

protection benefits, allowing us to address only 3 of 8 questions posed in my analytical 

framework (Table 4.1): thus I only assessed the effectiveness of PHCs to deliver pre-

harvest protection, harvest and post-harvest protection benefits. I was unable to assess 

how long the PHC will take to recover to pre-harvest levels, provide benefits after a 

certain period of recovery, maintain post-harvest protection benefits and conserve 

abundance/biomass relative to no-take marine reserves. In addition, paired series were 

not available for benefits 1 to 3, preventing us from assessing the sustainability of these 

benefits. 

The data presented in these ten studies were used following two steps: (i) if there were 

multiple harvest sampling records, surveys for “before” and “after” values were chosen 

closest to the harvest dates to ensure they provided the most accurate information on 

PHC protection and harvest impacts; (ii) observations must have been independent (i.e., 

when multiple harvests were sampled, I used data before and after the initial harvest and 

when multiple studies occurred in the same PHC, I chose that which had the most 

comprehensive data).  

A conceptual diagram was created that shows the theoretical functioning of a PHC and 

areas open to fishing and the calculation of effect sizes used to assess pre-harvest 

protection, post-harvest protection and harvest benefits (Figure 4.1). In order to simplify 
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the diagram I assume there is no change in abundance/biomass in areas open to fishing, 

full compliance with the fishing restrictions inside the PHC and that abundance and 

biomass increase during closure periods. During harvest events I also assume fishing is 

initially intense and decreases towards the end of the harvest, as has been documented 

by (Cohen et al. 2013). Multiple harvests are shown to represent a system that is in 

equilibrium, i.e., the overall biomass/abundance in the system is not increasing or 

decreasing. 

PHC information 

Previous meta-analyses of permanently closed, NTMRs have shown that protection 

effectiveness is a function of enforcement (Guidetti et al. 2008), fishing pressure outside 

of reserves (Côté et al. 2001) and the size and age of reserves (Claudet et al. 2008). Here 

I assessed how PHC benefits were affected by:  (i) compliance with PHC no-take rule 

(Compliance); (ii) fishing pressure outside of the PHC when closed (Fishing Pressure 

Outside); (iii) fishing effort within the PHC when opened to harvest (PHC Harvest 

Effort); (iv) size of PHC in km2 (Size); (v) number of years since the PHC was 

established when before-harvest sampling took place (Years Established); and (vi) 

number of years the PHC was closed to fishing (following prior harvest or since 

establishment) when before-harvest sampling took place (Time Closed)( Table 4.2).  

 

Figure 4-1: Conceptual diagram of a theoretical harvest regime within PHC (P) and Open areas (O) 
before (b) and after (a) harvest events, with recovery (r) indicated in the PHC following harvests. Effect 
sizes (E) are shown in blue for pre-harvest protection benefits (Eb), red for harvest benefits (Eh) and green 
for post-harvest protection benefits (Ea). 
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Unpublished data estimates of Compliance were garnered from key informant surveys 

and interpreted on a two-point scale (High or Low). PHCs with high compliance were 

rarely or infrequently fished and those with low compliance were occasionally or 

frequently fished during times of closure. The extent of fishing in areas outside of PHCs 

was also ranked on a two-point scale (High or Low), that considered: the number of 

locally-operated boats within a village; the number of boats from outside the village 

observed in the fishing area on a weekly basis; the density of fishers per km2; and 

fishing methods used. Similarly, harvest effort was classified as High or Low and 

considered the number of fishers that participated in the harvest relative to the size of 

the PHC and the number of days fishing. Species were classified as target or non-target 

based on whether they were caught during the harvest; classifications were specific to 

each PHC. For published data, information on Size, Time Closed and Years Established 

was extracted from each manuscript (Table 4.2)). Where information on Compliance, 

Fishing Pressure Outside and PHC Harvest Effort was not described, all available 

information within the manuscript was combined with expert knowledge of the PHC to 

categorise them as high or low categories. Targeted/non-targeted species were 

designated by the study authors when harvest information was unavailable. 

Statistical analyses 

Three effect sizes were developed in order to assess the PHC benefits 1 to 3 in the 

analytical framework (Table 4.1). All effect sizes were calculated as log ratios due to 

variation in sampling methods across the PHCs. For each PHC i, the ability to deliver a 

pre-harvest protection benefit (Eb,i), was calculated as the log-ratio of the mean 

abundance or biomass per replicate in the PHC Before,	 ,  and the Open Before, 

, : 

, 	 ln ,

	 ,
 

Variances of the effect sizes were calculated as: 

,

,
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where 
,
 is the variance associated with the effect size Eb,i, σPb,I and σOb,i are the 

standard deviations associated with the means ,  and , , respectively, and nPb,i and 

nOb,i, are the number of replicates used to calculate each mean. 
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For each PHC i, the ability to deliver a post-harvest protection benefit (Ea,i), was 

calculated as the log-ratio of the mean abundance or biomass per replicate in the PHC 

After,	 ,  and the Open After, , :  

, 	 ln ,

	 ,
 

Variances of the effect sizes were calculated as: 

,

,

, ,

,

, ,
	 

where 
,
 is the variance associated with the effect size Ea,i, σPa,I and σOa,i are the 

standard deviations associated with the means ,  and , , respectively, and nPa,i and 

nOa,i, are the number of replicates used to calculate each mean. 

For each PHC i, the harvest benefit (Eh,i), was defined as the difference in the mean 

abundance or biomass between the PHC after , , and  before ,  the harvest, while 

controlling for differences in open areas after ,  and before ,  the harvest: 

, 	 ln , ,⁄

, ,⁄
 

Variances of the effect sizes were calculated as: 

,
	

, , ,

/  

where 
,
 is the variance associated with the effect size Eh,i, σi is the standard 

deviations associated with the mean , and ni is the number of replicates summed for 

the PHC After (Pa), PHC Before (Pb), Open After (Oa) and Open Before (Ob). 

I assessed the effects of Compliance, Fishing Pressure Outside, PHC Harvest Effort, 

Size, Time Closed and Years Established on each of the effect sizes described above, 

using a mixed effects model with restricted maximum-likelihood estimator. I used the 

package metafor (Viechtbauer 2010) in R language for statistical computing (R Core 

Development Team 2014). 

  



 
 

Table 4-2: PHC information and data source for each study case. NA = information not available.  

PHC 
Name 

Country PHC 
Size 
(km2) 

Years 
established 

Compliance Fishing 
pressure 

Harvest 
Time 

(Days) 

Harvest 
effort 

Time 
closed 
when 

sampled 
(Years) 

Reference 

Nakodu Fiji 0.73 3 High Low 4 High 3 This study 

Kia Fiji 15.5 6 High High 21 High 1 Jupiter et al., 2014 

Kiobo Fiji 2.07 3 Low Low 7 Low 1 (Goetze et al. 2015) 

Tuatua Fiji 1.34 8 High Low 1 Low 0.25 This study 

Sumilon Philippines 0.23 9.5 High High 570 High 9.5 (Russ and Alcala 2003; Alcala 
et al. 2005) 

Natokalau Fiji 2.17 7 High High 2 Low 1 This study 

Nauouo Fiji 3.69 3 Low High 3 Low 3 This study 

Muluk Papua New 
Guinea 

0.58 10 High Low NA NA 0.5 Cinner et al., 2006 

Unakap Vanuatu 0.14 5 High Low 3 Low 0.5 Januchowski-Hartley et al., 
2014 

Laonamoa Vanuatu 0.16 3 High Low 3 Low 0.5 Januchowski-Hartley et al., 
2014 
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4.4 Results 

Pre-harvest protection benefits 

On average PHCs provided pre-harvest protection benefits, with a 48% greater 

abundance and 92% greater biomass of targeted fishes when compared to open areas; 

however, these results were heterogeneous, suggesting variation across PHCs (Table 

4.3). Pre-harvest protection benefits for targeted fish abundance varied with compliance, 

fishing pressure outside, time closed and years since establishment (Table 4.4). Only 

PHCs with high compliance and high fishing pressure outside provided pre-harvest 

benefits in abundance (Figure 4.2). The pre-harvest protection benefit for abundance 

increased by 6% per year since establishment and 17% per year since previous harvest 

(Years Established: SE = 0.024; P < 0.01; Time Closed: SE = 0.038; P < 0.001). Pre-

harvest protection benefits for targeted fish biomass varied with compliance and PHC 

size. Only PHCs with high compliance provided pre-harvest protection benefits in 

targeted biomass (Figure 4.2). Pre-harvest protection benefits in targeted biomass 

increased by 15% per km2 of PHC (SE = 0.045; P < 0.01; Table 4.4, Figure 4.2). On 

average PHCs did not provide pre-harvest protection benefits for non-targeted 

abundance or biomass, although this result was heterogeneous (Table 4.3). However, 

none of the co-variates explained this heterogeneity (Supplement 8). 

Harvest benefits 

On average there were harvest benefits with a 21% greater removal of abundance and 

49% greater removal of biomass of targeted species within the PHC compared to open 

areas during harvest events, though results were heterogeneous suggesting variation 

across PHCs (Table 4.3). Harvest benefits for targeted fish abundance varied with 

compliance, fishing pressure outside, PHC harvest effort, size, and the time closed since 

the previous harvest (Table 4.4; Figure 4.2). Only PHCs with low compliance, high 

harvest effort and high fishing pressure outside resulted in greater harvest benefits for 

targeted abundance (Figure 4.2). Harvest benefits in targeted abundance increased by 

6% per km2 of PHC (SE = 0.017; P = 0.001; Table 4.4) and 12% for each year since the 

previous harvest (SE = 0.046; P = 0.01; Table 4.4). Harvest benefits for targeted fish 

biomass varied with compliance, fishing pressure outside, PHC harvest effort, size and 

years established (Table 4.4; Figure 4.2). Only PHCs with high compliance, high 

harvest effort and high fishing pressure outside, provided harvest benefits for targeted 
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biomass (Figure 4.2). Harvest benefits in targeted biomass increased by 18% per km2 of 

PHC (SE = 0.033; P < 0.001; Table 4.4) and 11% for each year since establishment (SE 

= 0.046; P = 0.016; Table 4.4). On average PHCs did not provide harvest benefits for 

non-targeted abundance or biomass, although biomass results were heterogeneous 

(Table 4.3). Harvest benefits in non-targeted species increased by 11% per km2 of PHC 

(SE = 0.047; P = 0.019; Supplement 8). 

Post-harvest protection benefits 

On average PHCs provided post-harvest protection benefits to targeted fish abundance, 

with a 14% greater abundance when compared to open areas (Table 4.3). This result 

was homogenous, suggesting consistency across PHCs (Table 4.3). In contrast, there 

were no post-harvest protection benefits in the biomass of targeted species within PHCs 

compared to open areas, however, heterogeneity suggests this varied across PHCs. Post-

harvest protection benefits for targeted fish biomass varied with fishing pressure outside 

the PHC (Table 4.4; Figure 4.2). When the fishing pressure outside was high, post-

harvest protection benefits in targeted biomass were greater within open areas; when 

fishing pressure outside was low, post-harvest protection benefits in targeted biomass 

were greater within PHCs (Figure 4.2). On average PHCs did not provide post-harvest 

protection benefits for non-targeted abundance or biomass. Although this result was 

heterogeneous (Table 4.3), none of the co-variates explained this heterogeneity 

(Supplement 8). 

 



 
 

Table 4-3: Quantification of PHC benefits using log-ratio effect size (Eb,a,h) and tests for total heterogeneity (Qt). Effect sizes with confidence intervals that do not overlap zero and/or 
significant tests for heterogeneity (P(Qt) < 0.05) are shown in bold. 

Benefit Group Metric E [95% CI] Qt P(Qt) df 

Pre-harvest protection 

Targeted 
Abundance Eb = 0.392 [0.111;0.673] 50.17 <0.0001 9 

Biomass Eb = 0.654 [0.147;1.161] 113.63 <0.0001 9 

Non-targeted 
Abundance Eb =-0.041 [-0.239;0.157] 15.5891 0.029 7 

Biomass Eb =-0.0236 [-0.531;0.483] 29.45 <0.001 7 

Harvest 

Targeted 
Abundance Eh = -0.239 [-0.471;-0.007] 18.51 0.018 8 

Biomass Eh = -0.671 [-1.155;-0.187] 30.68 <0.001 8 

Non-targeted 
Abundance Eh = -0.078 [-0.325;0.169] 12.56 0.083 7 

Biomass Eh = -0.152 [-0.75;0.446] 27.41 <0.001 7 

Post-harvest protection 

Targeted 
Abundance Ea = 0.134 [0.035;0.233] 12.23 0.1414 8 

Biomass Ea = 0.012 [-0.387;0.411] 69.12 <0.0001 8 

Non-targeted 
Abundance Ea = -0.129 [-0.448;0.19] 45.07 <0.0001 7 

Biomass Ea = -0.07 [-0.518;0.378] 52.72 <0.0001 7 

 

Table 4-4: Results of tests for model heterogeneity for targeted species (* < 0.05, ** < 0.01, *** < 0.001 or “–” = not significant). Results are only shown if tests for total 
heterogeneity (Qt) were significant (see Table 3).  

Benefit Metric Compliance Fishing Pressure Outside PHC Harvest Effort Size Time Closed Years Established 

Pre-harvest protection 
Abundance * * Not Relevant - *** * 

Biomass * - Not Relevant ** - - 

Harvest 
Abundance * * * ** * - 

Biomass * ** ** *** - * 
Post-harvest 

protection 
Biomass - *** - - - - 
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Figure 4-2: The influence of categorical co-variates on PHC pre-harvest, harvest and post-harvest 
benefits for targeted abundance and biomass. Conceptual diagrams showing the effect size calculations 
are displayed on the left for the pre-harvest Eb (blue), harvest Eh (red) and post-harvest Ea (green). Closed 
circles represent results where the 95% confidence interval of the effect size does not overlap zero. 

4.5 Discussion 

Overall, PHCs provided pre-harvest protection benefits including a 48% greater 

abundance and 92% greater biomass of targeted species compared with areas open to 

fishing. This suggests PHCs are generally capable of increasing the abundance and 

biomass of targeted species, particularly when compliance is high. These increases 

translated to harvest benefits where fishers removed an average of 29% of the 

abundance and 49% of the biomass within PHCs, a result likely due to greater catch 

efficiency associated with decreased wariness of targeted fishes within PHCs (Feary et 

al. 2011; Januchowski-Hartley et al. 2014). Therefore PHCs are a particularly effective 

fisheries management strategy for increasing short-term fisheries yields from single 

events. The long-term effectiveness of this strategy will however depend on whether 

there is sufficient recovery time between harvests (Jupiter et al. 2012; Cohen and Foale 

2013; Abesamis et al. 2014). The high frequency of harvests from many Melanesian 

PHCs raises concerns about the ability of PHCs to achieve broader long term 
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management objectives that relate to maintaining or increasing: sustainable yield and 

profit; reproductive capacity of fisheries; biodiversity and ecosystem function (Jupiter et 

al. 2014). A complementary suite of fisheries management and conservation strategies 

(e.g., permanent closures, gear restrictions, size limits) in conjunction with PHCs will 

likely be required to achieve these goals.  

PHCs subject to highly intensive pulse fishing events that reduce more than 50% of 

standing fish stocks may take between 5-20 years to fully recover (Abesamis et al. 

2014). Given the average closure time of PHCs was just over 2 years, it is unlikely that 

biomass within PHCs will recover to pre-harvest levels before the next harvest. This 

suggests that PHCs may not be suitable as a long term fisheries management or 

conservation strategy for large, long lived taxa (Cohen and Foale 2013). In order to 

improve the recovery potential within PHCs, harvest benefits should be restricted to 

10% of the standing biomass (Abesamis et al. 2014), with harvest effort restricted to 

low vulnerability species and/or longer closure times between harvest events. Although 

harvest events resulted in PHCs providing no post-harvest protection benefits in 

biomass, post-harvest protection benefits were observed for abundance (despite being 

reduced from 48 to 14%). It is likely that fishers are preferentially targeting larger fishes 

during harvests, generating a greater impact on biomass levels. The prompt removal of 

large individuals during harvests may reduce the reproductive output of PHCs and limit 

benefits of larval or adult spillover that are seen with permanent NTMRs (Abesamis and 

Russ 2005; Halpern et al. 2009; Harrison et al. 2012). 

Variability in post-harvest benefits of PHC was primarily attributable to the size, age, 

compliance and outside fishing pressure, four key features shown to influence 

conservation benefits of NTMRs (Guidetti et al. 2008; McClanahan et al. 2009; Edgar et 

al. 2014). Consistent with the NTMR literature (Claudet et al. 2008; Vandeperre et al. 

2011; Edgar et al. 2014), protection benefits of PHCs generally increased with size, 

years since establishment, time since the previous harvest and compliance with fishing 

restrictions. However, unlike NTMRs, PHCs have had a history of opening and closing 

suggesting that periods of closure were providing some cumulative benefit. The average 

size of PHCs sampled here (2.7 km2) is larger than the average for Melanesia (Govan 

2009; Cohen & Foale 2013) (primarily due difficulties in obtaining sufficient site 

replication in small closures), highlighting the importance of creating larger PHCs to 

increase protection benefits and the ability to monitor their effectiveness. PHCs have 

also been promoted as an alternative to NTMRs due to greater compliance, yet our 
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results suggest that pre-harvest protection and harvest benefits vary due to compliance, 

suggesting PHCs are not the solution to poor compliance with other strategies. An 

increase in the size and age of PHCs also resulted in a greater harvest benefits, 

suggesting increased availability of fish stocks in larger, older PHCs results in greater 

yields during harvests. However, increased harvest benefits may also result from a 

failure to shut down harvests once objectives are achieved (Jupiter et al. 2012), 

emphasising the importance of setting and enforcing strict deadlines for the cessation of 

fishing within PHCs in order to prevent overfishing.  

PHCs with high fishing pressure outside of their boundaries generally performed better 

in terms of benefits with increased abundance. Similar findings from studies comparing 

permanent reserves with fished areas suggests reserves are most effective in areas where 

overfishing is occurring (Hart 2003; Hilborn et al. 2004; Gaines et al. 2010). In contrast, 

the same result was not evident with the biomass data which may relate to larger bodied 

fish moving over larger areas (Nash et al. 2015) and being more likely to transcend 

PHC boundaries where they are susceptible to fishing. High fishing pressure outside of 

PHCs also resulted in a greater proportion of both the abundance and biomass being 

removed from the PHC during harvests. This is likely due to an increased reliance of the 

resources within PHCs in areas where fish stocks in open areas have already been 

depleted and is supported by empirical evidence that suggests pulse harvesting may be 

sustainable where total effort and catch from PHCs are low to moderate compared with 

continuously fished reefs (Cohen et al., 2013). It is therefore important that 

communities with high levels of fishing or depleted fish stocks do not rely on PHCs as 

their sole form of management. 

The effect of compliance on harvest benefits was inconsistent, with a greater proportion 

of biomass being removed where compliance was high and a greater proportion of 

abundance removed where compliance was low. Fishers typically target larger bodied 

fish (Graham et al. 2005) and depletion of larger species within PHC boundaries were 

compliance is low reduces the biomass availed at harvesting. Consequently, harvests in 

these PHC rely on catching a larger number of smaller fish and have a greater impact on 

abundance than biomass. Similarly, the removal of larger individuals in areas where 

compliance was high would naturally have a greater impact on biomass than abundance. 

This supports the theory that PHCs are most suitable for short lived, fast growing 

species (Cohen and Foale 2013) and highlights the importance of examining life history 

traits in conjunction with recovery data (Cheung et al. 2005; Abesamis et al. 2014). 
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To adequately assess the conservation benefits of PHCs, a study design with a PHC and 

NTMR of comparable size, habitat and in the same locality is required. PHCs are 

widely implemented in Melanesia, whereas NTMRs are rare (Govan 2009). This 

highlights the value of NTMR for assessing management strategies (Langlois et al. 

2012), and future comparisons should focus on areas where both NTMR and PHCs are 

being successfully implemented. Long-term conservation and fisheries management 

objectives also require temporal data collection through multiple harvest events and 

recovery trajectories (Table 4.1). Collecting such data is complicated by haphazard 

harvest schedules designed to meet the needs of communities rather than researchers. 

Considerable liaising with local communities is therefore required for future research 

efforts, however, data collection on recovery and multiple harvests in conjunction with 

population modelling will be required to assess the potential of PHCs for long term 

sustainability of fish stocks and conservation. 

Many of the world’s fish stocks are depleted due to extensive fishing (Mora et al. 2009; 

Worm et al. 2009; MacNeil et al. 2015), particularly in small-scale tropical fisheries 

(Newton et al. 2007; Cochrane et al. 2011). This raises particular concern for 

communities who rely on marine resources for food and livelihood. PHCs are among 

the most common forms of artisanal fisheries management, with over 1000 estimated 

across Melanesia (H. Govan, pers. comm.). It is therefore imperative that the benefits 

and limitations of this management tool are quantitatively assessed and that 

communities are provided with sound advice on strategies that maximise the probability 

of achieving management objectives. My results provide the first comprehensive 

synthesis of empirical data on the effectiveness of PHCs as a fisheries 

management/conservation strategy. Despite concerns over the long term sustainability 

of PHCs as a fisheries management and conservation strategy, I found that they were 

capable of increasing fish stocks pre-harvest, indicating that abundance and biomass 

does accumulate within PHC. Harvesting of PHCs however, resulted in rapid decline of 

the fish stocks, suggesting fisheries and conservation benefits associated with protecting 

high biomass and abundance will fluctuate and may not be sustainable. To increase the 

build-up in fish stocks and maximise potential for long term benefits I recommend 

PHCs be closed to fishing for as long as possible, be as large as possible and 

compliance encouraged via community engagement and enforcement when necessary. 

When open to harvest, overfishing can be prevented by setting and not exceeding strict 

deadlines or goals. 
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5. CHAPTER 5 - Periodically harvesting 
requires at least one year of closure and 
full protection of vulnerable species to 
sustain small-scale fisheries 

Prelude 

In chapter 4 I show that PHCs across Melanesia provide significant pre-harvest and 

harvest benefits to small scale fisheries, though post-harvest these benefits are 

substantially diminished. Due to limitations in the temporal replication of published 

studies, I was not able to assess whether the diminished post-harvest benefits would 

recover after a certain period of time. The recovery of these benefits to pre-harvest 

levels would essentially make the harvesting regime sustainable, providing valuable 

information on closure periods. In addition, the results of chapter 4 suggest that species 

that are highly vulnerable to fishing will not benefit from the PHC strategy. In this 

chapter I re-sample five PHCs across Fiji after one year of re-closure, to assess whether 

targeted fishes with life history traits that make them low, moderately or highly 

vulnerable to fishing recovered to pre-harvest conditions and provided post-harvest 

recovery benefits. 

5.1 Abstract 

Periodically harvested closures (PHCs) are small fisheries closures, with objectives such 

as sustaining fisheries and conservation of biodiversity and have become one of the 

most common forms of fisheries management in Melanesia. Although PHCs can 

provide short-term fisheries benefits, their role as a long term management strategy 

remains uncertain. I assessed whether targeted fishes with life history traits that make 

them low, moderately or highly vulnerable to fishing recovered to pre-harvest 

conditions and provided post-harvest recovery benefits after one year of re-closure, 

across five PHCs in Fiji. On average, PHCs did not recover to pre-harvest levels or 

provide post-harvest recovery benefits after one year of re-closure, for targeted species 

or species with low, moderate or high vulnerabilities. However, two PHCs provided 

significant pre-harvest benefits and one provided significant post-harvest recovery 

benefits for low and moderately vulnerable species. PHCs with high a combination of 
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high compliance and large closing times are more likely to provide short-term fisheries 

benefits and recover from harvest events. I recommend PHCs are closed for more than 

one year before being harvested and species with high vulnerabilities (e.g. large; 

groupers, parrotfish and wrasses) are avoided during harvests, to increase short-term 

fisheries benefits and the sustainability of small-scale fisheries. 

5.2 Introduction 

In an attempt to recover fisheries resources and provide food security to communities in 

Melanesia, locally managed marine areas have been widely promoted (Govan 2009; 

Jupiter et al. 2014). Periodically harvested closures (PHCs) have become one of the 

most common forms of fisheries management used in locally managed marine areas, 

with over 1000 closures estimated across Melanesia (Govan Pers. Comm.). PHCs are 

generally small fisheries closures (e.g. median area of 1 km2 in Melanesia; Govan et al. 

2009), with complex harvest regimes that make them functionally similar to rotational 

closures (Cohen and Foale 2013). Historically they have been applied in Pacific coral 

reef fisheries to increase catch efficiency and provide for socioeconomic and cultural 

needs, while modern objectives such as sustaining small-scale fisheries and 

conservation of biodiversity have been proposed (Jupiter et al. 2012, 2014; Cohen and 

Foale 2013). The widespread use of PHCs in a region where small-scale fisheries are 

essential for food security, highlights the importance of understanding the best practice 

for PHCs as a fisheries management or conservation strategy. 

PHCs vary markedly in the way they are managed, in particular the time they are closed 

vs. open to fishing, which has resulted in variation in their ability to increase the 

productivity of targeted species (Cinner et al. 2006; Bartlett et al. 2009a; Jupiter et al. 

2012; Goetze et al. 2015). However, a recent meta-analysis found that PHCs across 

Melanesia were capable of providing pre-harvest protection benefits through increased 

abundance and biomass of targeted species, which translated into increased harvest 

benefits when opened to fishing (Chapter 4).  These benefits increase in PHCs that are 

large, have high compliance and are closed to fishing for long periods (Chapter 4). 

Variation in these factors within Fijian PHCs has resulted in inconsistent increases in 

the abundance and biomass of targeted species, while they consistently increased catch 

efficiency through a decrease in fish wariness (Chapter 3). Despite well managed PHCs 

providing short-term fisheries benefits, the removal of up to 50% of the biomass of 
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targeted species during harvests results in little benefits to fishers prior to harvests 

(Chapter 4). The ability of PHCs to recover from the removal of a large proportion of 

biomass and the implications for long term protection benefits has not been explored. 

Coral reef fishes have a broad range of life histories that influence their vulnerability to 

overfishing including; maximum size, growth rate, age in terms of life-span and 

maturity, and rates of mortality (Russ and Alcala 1998; Jennings et al. 1999; Cheung et 

al. 2005; Abesamis et al. 2014). Long term studies using no-take marine reserves 

(NTMRs) have been used to assess how coral reef fish recover from overfishing and 

suggest that decadal time scales may be required for the full recovery of fish 

assemblages in heavily fished areas (Russ and Alcala 2004; Russ et al. 2005; 

McClanahan et al. 2007). However, recovery trajectories will also vary greatly 

depending on the life history traits and vulnerabilities of targeted fish species, with 

higher vulnerabilities resulting in slower recovery times (Claudet et al. 2010; 

McClanahan and Humphries 2012; Abesamis et al. 2014). For example, Abesamis et al. 

(2014), found that the full recovery of large predators in overfished regions may take 

between 20-40 years, while smaller bodied herbivores may recover within 10 years. 

This situation is likely to improve in less intensively fished areas with effective fisheries 

management.   

The recovery trajectories of coral reef fishes observed in NTMRs can be applied to 

PHCs given they are essentially no-take areas when closed to fishing (although 

generally smaller in size). This theory is particularly important as PHCs need to recover 

to pre-harvest levels before they are re-opened to fishing to ensure the long-term 

sustainability of the harvesting regime (Cohen and Foale, 2013, Chapter 5). Abesamis et 

al. (2014) attempted to relate the recovery trajectories observed in NTMRs to the 

management of PHCs and found that a 10% removal of stock will require several years 

of recovery for less vulnerable species (e.g., small parrotfish), while moderately to 

highly vulnerable species (e.g., surgeonfish) may take more than a decade (Abesamis et 

al. 2014). It is possible that harvest impacts which remove up to 50% of the biomass 

within PHCs across Melanesia (Chapter 4), may require between 5-20 years of closure 

to fully recover, depending on the vulnerability of targeted species (Abesamis et al. 

2014). This suggests that certain species will be better suited to the strategy of 

periodically harvesting and collecting data on the recovery trajectories of target species 

with different levels of vulnerability will be essential to ensure the long-term 

sustainability of the harvesting regime within PHCs. 
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I estimated the biomass of targeted species inside and outside of five PHCs in Fiji, with 

varying management strategies, before and directly after a harvest event. Catch data 

from each harvest was collected to identify species that were targeted by local fishers. 

The same five PHCs were sampled after one year of re-closure to fishing, a common 

closure time across Melanesia. I aimed to determine if PHCs would recover to pre-

harvest conditions and provide post-harvest protection benefits after one year of closure, 

then assessed how these benefits varied across species with different vulnerabilities to 

fishing. I predicted that one year would be insufficient for PHCs to recover to pre-

harvest conditions, they would provide little post-harvest benefits and fishes with lower 

vulnerabilities to fishing would have increased protection benefits from PHC 

management. 

5.3 Methods 

Study area 

Surveys were carried out at reefs adjacent to five different villages on Koro Island 

(Nakodu, Tuatua), Ovalau Island (Nauouo, Natokalau) and Kiobo in Fiji in 2013 and 

2014, each with a PHC that was managed differently. All PHC had been established for 

3-8 years prior to surveys, though the frequency at which they had been previously 

harvested and level of compliance varied (Table 5-1). Surveys were carried out both 

before, directly after and 1 year after harvests that lasted between 1 to 7 days and 

involved line fishing, spear fishing and/or fish drives into gill nets. All historical harvest 

events were reported by key informants to have been of similar intensity to those 

presented here, although this could not be verified empirically. The PHCs will be 

referred to by their associated village for clarity (Nakodu, Tuatua, Natokalau, Nauouo 

and Kiobo; Table1). 

PHC and harvest information 

All PHCs were relatively large (0.73 – 3.14 km2) compared to the median for Melanesia 

(1km2: Govan et al., 2009) and varied with habitats, depths and size of local fishing 

ground (Table 5-1). No significant differences in the benthic strata (measured through 

underwater visual census) were observed between PHC and open areas (Jupiter et al., In 

Review). Compliance levels were based on surveys with village spokespersons, who 

were asked to rate compliance as low (frequent breaches of management rules), 
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moderate (occasional breaches of management rules) or high (infrequent offenses to 

total compliance). To estimate fishing pressure during harvest events (Harvest 

Intensity), I recorded the gear, area, time, number of fishers and their catch (length, 

abundance and species) during the harvest for each PHC. Harvest intensity was 

calculated as the total number of fisher hours per km2 of PHC. 

Sampling design 

I sampled between 2 and 5 sites inside each of the four PHCs (depending on PHC size), 

and 4-6 sites open to regular fishing (depending on available habitat). Site open to 

regular fishing were chosen either side of each PHC in areas within the local 

community’s fishing ground. At each site six 5 m by 50 m belt transects separated by 10 

m were completed, following Shedrawi et al. (2014). This sampling design was 

followed the week before the opening of each PHC, a day after the harvest and 1 year 

prior to the harvest. All five PHCs were closed to fishing for the entire year prior to the 

harvest. 

Sampling technique and video analysis 

Stereo-DOVs were used to collect length estimates and biomass was calculated using 

the standard length-weight equations and values from FishBase (Froese and Pauly 

2015), preferentially selected from sites closest to Fiji (Jupiter and Egli 2011). My 

systems used two Canon high definition cameras mounted 0.7 m apart on a base bar 

inwardly converged at seven degrees to provide a standardized field of view from 0.5 to 

8 m. Transects took an average of 2 minutes and 30 seconds to complete. Stereo-video 

imagery was calibrated using the program CAL (http://www.seagis.com.au/), following 

the procedures outlined by (Harvey and Shortis 1998). This enabled measurements of 

length and standardisation of the area surveyed, where individuals further than 8 m in 

front (determined by the minimum visibility) or 2.5 m to the left or right of the stereo-

DOV system were excluded. In the laboratory, pairs of videos from the stereo-DOV 

systems were viewed in the program EventMeasure (http://www.seagis.com.au/). 

Standard procedures for abundance and identification were followed (Goetze et al. 

2015), and data was extracted from EventMeasure and cleaned following Langlois et al. 

(2015). 

 

 



 
 

Table 5-1: Information on PHC characteristics, fishing grounds, harvests and vulnerability categories caught during harvests 

Village (PHC 
name) 

PHC and fishing ground 
information 

Harvest information 

Size 
(km2) 

Habitat 
(Depth) 

Year 
Est. 

Compliance 
Historical 
harvest 
regime 

Harvest 
duration 
(days) 

Harvest 
intensity 
(hrs/km2) 

Harvest 
efficiency 

(fish person 
hour-1) 

Time closed 
before 

previous 
harvest 
(Years) 

% of catch in vulnerability 
categories 

Low Moderate High 

Kiobo 2.07 
Reef 
Slope 

(5-8 m) 
2009 Moderate 

Once 
every 
year 

7 65.7 1.95 1 21 69 10 

Nakodu 0.73 
Lagoon 
(1-3 m ) 

2010 High 
None 
since 

creation 
4 1271.6 3.7 3 47 47 6 

Tuatua 1.34 
Reef 
Slope 

(5-8 m) 
2005 High 

Every 3 
months 

1 50.1 2.93 0.25 75 22 3 

Natokalau 2.17 
Lagoon 
(1-3 m) 

2006 High 
Once in 

2011 and 
2012 

2 94.3 3.38 1 26 71 3 

Nauouo 3.69 

Back 
Reef 
Slope 

(5-8 m) 

2010 Low 
None 
since 

creation 
3 39.9 2.44 3 57 32 11 

75 
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Species selection and vulnerability 

Targeted species were defined as those caught during each harvest so were specific to 

each PHC. I used intrinsic vulnerability levels that integrate life history and ecological 

characteristics of fishes, using a fuzzy expert system developed by (Cheung et al. 2005), 

extracted from FishBase (Froese and Pauly 2015). Due to a lack of species in the high, 

high to very high or very high categories I categorized species into three levels with 

different vulnerability ranges; Low (10 – 25), Moderate (25- 50) and High (50 – 90).  

Data analysis 

In order to assess recovery, I followed the analytical framework presented in Chapter 4 

that defines the hypothesis and effect sizes required to assess protection benefits from 

PHCs. I assessed the ability of a PHC to provide an increased biomass when compared 

to open areas before they were harvested known as the pre-harvest protection benefit; 

the proportion of biomass removed from the PHC during harvests, the harvest benefit; 

the ability of a PHC to provide an increased biomass when compared to open areas after 

one year of recovery, the post-harvest recovery benefit and the level of biomass in the 

PHC after one year of recovery compared to the pre-harvest level, the recovery of pre-

harvest protection benefits. The mean biomass per transect for the before, after and one 

year recovery surveys for all targeted species and those in the low, moderate and high 

vulnerability categories were calculated to allow comparisons of absolute levels across 

villages and provide a cross reference to effect sizes. 

Effect	sizes	

For each village i, the effectiveness of a PHC to deliver a pre-harvest protection benefit: 

Eb,i, was calculated as the log-ratio of the mean biomass per replicate in the PHC 

Before,	 ,  and the Open Before, ,  (Figure 5-1):  

, 	 ln ,

,
 

The variances of the effect sizes were calculated as:  

,

,

, ,

,

, ,
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where 
,
 is the variance associated with the effect size Eb,i, σPb,I and σOb,i are the 

standard deviations associated with the means ,  and , , respectively, and nPb,i and 

nOb,i, are the number of replicates used to calculate each mean. 

For each village i, the harvest benefit: Eh,i, was defined as the difference in the mean 

abundance or biomass per replicate between the PHC after , , and  before ,  the 

harvest, whilst controlling for differences in open areas after ,  and before ,  the 

harvest (Figure 5-1): 

, 	 ln , ,⁄

, ,⁄
 

The variances of the effect sizes were calculated as: 

,
	

, , ,

/  

where 
,
 is the variance associated with the effect size Eh,i, σi is the standard 

deviations associated with the mean , and ni is the number of replicates summed for 

the PHC After (Pa), PHC Before (Pb), Open After (Oa) and Open Before (Ob). 

 

For each village i, the effectiveness of a PHC to deliver a post-harvest recovery benefit: 

Er,i, was defined as the ratio of the mean biomass per replicate between the PHC after 

one year of recovery  , , and open areas , 	 Figure	5‐1 : 

, 	 ln	 ,

,
 

The variances of the effect sizes were calculated as: 

,

,

, ,

,

, ,
 

where 
,
 is the variance associated with the effect size Er,i, σPr,I and σOr,i are the 

standard deviations associated with the means ,  and , , respectively, and nPr,i and 

nOr,i, are the number of replicates used to calculate each mean. 

For each village i, the recovery of pre-harvest protection benefits: Ep,i, was defined as 

the difference in the mean biomass per replicate between the PHC with one year of 
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recovery , , and pre-harvest levels , , whilst controlling for differences in open 

areas after one year of recovery , ,  and pre-harvest , 	 Figure	5‐1 : 

, 	 ln , ,⁄

, ,⁄
 

The variances of the effect sizes were calculated as: 

,
	

, , ,

/  

where 
,
 is the variance associated with the effect size Ep,i, σi is the standard 

deviations associated with the mean , and ni is the number of replicates summed for 

the PHC Recovery (Pr), PHC Before (Pb), Open Recovery (Or) and Open Before (Ob). 

 

Figure 5-1: Conceptual diagram of a theoretical harvest regime within PHC (P) and Open areas (O) 
before (b) and after (a) harvest events, with recovery (r) indicated in the PHC 1 year after a harvest event. 
Effect sizes (E) are shown in blue for pre-harvest protection benefits (Eb), red for harvest benefits (Eh), 
black for post-harvest recovery benefits (Er) and brown for recovery to pre-harvest benefits (Ep). 

Meta‐analytical	framework	

I used a random effects model, with a restricted maximum-likelihood estimator to assess 

the pre-harvest protection, harvest, post-harvest recovery and recovery to pre-harvest 

protection benefits and test for heterogeneity in these effect sizes. Meta-analyses were 

done using the package metafor (Viechtbauer 2010) in the R language for statistical 

computing (R Development Core Team, 2014).  
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5.4 Results 

Descriptive 

Across the five PHCs, a total of 164 different species were caught during harvests, with 

DOV surveys recording 98 of these species (herein referred to as targeted species). The 

villages Kiobo, Nakodu and Tuatua had greater levels of targeted biomass per transect 

both inside and outside of their PHCs when compared to Natokalau and Nauouo 

(Supplement 9). I recorded a total of 96 species belonging to the low vulnerability 

category, 113 to moderate and 32 to high, across all villages. Low levels of biomass 

were recorded for species that were highly vulnerable to fishing, across all villages, 

when compared to the low and moderate categories (Supplement 9). This was also 

reflected in the catch data from all five harvests, with high vulnerability species ranging 

from 3 - 11% of the total catch, compared to moderate: 22-71% and low: 21-75% (Table 

5-1). 

Targeted species 

On average PHCs provided little pre-harvest protection benefits for targeted species, 

with a 43% greater biomass compared to open areas, however, this result was 

heterogeneous suggesting variation across PHCs (Figure 5-2). The Nakodu and Kiobo 

PHCs provided significant pre-harvest benefits with a 202% and 220% greater biomass 

of targeted species compared to open areas, while targeted biomass within the Nauouo 

PHC was 42% lower than open areas. Overall, PHCs provided significant harvest 

benefits with a 38% greater removal of targeted biomass within PHCs compared to open 

areas during harvest events. PHCs provided little post-harvest recovery benefits after 

one year of re-closure, with a 7% greater biomass of targeted species when compared to 

open areas, although this result was heterogeneous. The Nakodu PHC provided 

significant post-harvest recovery benefits, with a 102% greater biomass when compared 

to open areas, while targeted biomass was 52% within the Nauouo PHC when compared 

to open areas. On average, one year was insufficient for recovery of pre-harvest 

protection benefits, where benefits after one year of recovery were 29% lower than pre-

harvest. 
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Figure 5-2: Results of effect sizes for the pre-harvest protection benefit, harvest benefit, post-harvest 
recovery benefit and recovery of pre-harvest protection benefit in terms of mean biomass of targeted 
species. Red dots represent negative effects sizes and green dots positive effects sizes, while closed dots 
represent results where the 95% confidence interval of the effect size does not overlap zero. The 
superscript H indicates that significant heterogeneity (H < 0.05) was associated with the overall effect size.  

Vulnerability categories 

On average, PHCs did not provide pre-harvest protection, harvest, or post-harvest 

recovery benefits for highly vulnerable species, however, significant heterogeneity was 

recorded with post-harvest recovery benefits (Figure 5-3). The Natokalau PHC provided 

post-harvest recovery benefits for highly vulnerable species, while a lower biomass of 

highly vulnerable species was recorded in the Kiobo PHC when compared to open 

areas, after one year of re-closure. The recovery of pre-harvest benefits was not assessed 

due to a lack of pre-harvest protection or harvest benefits for highly vulnerable species.    
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Figure 5-3: Results of effect sizes for the pre-harvest benefit, harvest impact, recovery progress and 
recovery benefit in terms of mean biomass of low, moderate and highly vulnerable species.  Red dots 
represent negative effects sizes and green dots positive effects sizes, while closed dots represent results 
where the 95% confidence interval of the effect size does not overlap zero. The superscript H indicates 
that significant heterogeneity (H < 0.05) was associated with the overall effect size. 

 

On average, PHCs provided little pre-harvest protection benefits for low or moderately 

vulnerable species, however, these results were heterogeneous. The Kiobo and Nakodu 

PHCs provided significant pre-harvest protection benefits for low and moderately 

vulnerable species, while, the Nauouo PHC had a lower biomass of low vulnerability 

species compared to open areas. Overall, PHCs provided significant harvest benefits for 

low and moderately vulnerable species with a 31% and 54% greater biomass removed 

from PHCs compared to open areas during harvests. On average, PHCs did not provide 

post-harvest recovery benefits for low or moderately vulnerable species after one year 

of re-closure, however, these results were heterogeneous. The Nakodu PHC provided 

significant post-harvest protection benefits for low and moderately vulnerable species. 

In contrast, there was a lower biomass of moderately vulnerable species within the 

Kiobo PHC and low and moderately vulnerable species within the Nauouo PHC, 

compared to open areas. One year was insufficient for the recovery of pre-harvest 

protection benefits with low vulnerability species, where benefits after one year of 

recovery were 27% lower than pre-harvest. On average, the protection benefits after one 
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year of recovery were 37% lower than pre-harvest for moderately vulnerable species, 

although this result was heterogeneous. In the Kiobo PHC, protection benefits were 

significantly lower than pre-harvest after one year of recovery for moderately 

vulnerable species. 

5.5 Discussion 

On average, PHCs in Fiji provided little pre-harvest benefits with a 43% greater 

biomass of targeted species, although this did translate into significant harvest benefits 

with 38% of the biomass being removed from PHCs during harvests. This is below the 

average for PHCs across Melanesia, where pre-harvest benefits of 92% and harvest 

benefits of 50% were observed (Chapter 4). This is likely due to a combination of short 

time of and compliance with closures periods, observed in a number of these PHCs 

prior to pre-harvest surveys, with previous studies showing these factors contribute to 

the ability of PHCs to provide pre-harvest and harvest benefits (Chapter 4). On average, 

PHCs in Fiji provided little benefits when compared to open areas after one year of re-

closure, which was also insufficient for the recovery of pre-harvest benefits. This 

suggests that harvesting PHCs annually will not maintain the long term sustainability of 

target populations, failing to achieve this major objective (Cohen and Foale 2013; 

Jupiter et al. 2014). These results will likely be applicable across Melanesia where a 

greater proportion of target biomass is removed during harvests (Chapter 4), suggesting 

longer closure times may be necessary in other countries. I recommend that PHCs are 

closed to fishing for more than one year before being opened to harvest events to 

increase the potential for short-term benefits and long term sustainability of small-scale 

fisheries. 

Significant pre-harvest benefits were observed in two PHCs (Kiobo and Nakodu) and 

post-harvest recovery benefits in one PHC (Nakodu). This suggests that under certain 

management regimes PHCs are capable of achieving objectives such as increasing 

targeted fish biomass and  show potential for the sustainability of the PHC harvesting 

regime (Bartlett et al. 2009a; Jupiter and Egli 2011; Jupiter et al. 2012). Greater benefits 

in terms of increased abundance and biomass prior to harvesting are observed as the 

size, time of closure and compliance with PHC closures increases (Chapter 4). Both 

Kiobo and Nakodu had relatively good compliance and closure times of one year or 

more, which has likely resulted in greater pre-harvest benefit compared to other PHCs. 
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The increased resilience to the impacts of harvesting observed in the Nakodu PHC, is 

likely due to a combination of high compliance and three years of closure to fishing 

prior to the harvest, which resulted in a 200% greater biomass when compared to open 

areas. This is consistent with results found in NTMRs where older more highly enforced 

areas gave better conservation benefits (Claudet et al. 2008; Vandeperre et al. 2011; 

Edgar et al. 2014). However, the post-harvest recovery benefits observed in Nakodu 

after one year of re-closure did not match pre-harvest benefits, indicating an annual 

harvest regime of the same magnitude would not be sustainable in the long term. In 

order to provide long term increases in target species biomass, it is likely that PHCs will 

need at least the three years observed pre-harvest in Nakodu. 

The pre-harvest benefits observed in two PHCs, harvest benefits across all PHCs and 

post-harvest recovery benefits in one PHC, were primarily observed for species with 

low and moderate vulnerabilities to fishing. This is consistent with the results of 

Abesamis et al., (2014), who found that low to moderately vulnerable species respond 

to protection from fishing and recover at faster rates than high. Overall, I found no 

evidence of pre-harvest protection or harvest benefits with highly vulnerable species, 

suggesting they will not benefit from PHC management. However, post-harvest 

recovery benefits for highly vulnerable species were observed in one PHC, with further 

investigation revealing this was primarily due to an increase in one species of Tang, 

Zebrasoma scopas. This species life history traits make it highly vulnerable to fishing 

(primarily due to a slow growth rate; Froese and Pauly, 2010), however, it is not 

preferentially targeted in Fiji due to its small body size, suggesting this result may have 

been due to a recruitment event unrelated to a cessation in fishing pressure. This 

suggests that further research into incorporating local context within the vulnerability 

estimates may improve the applicability of this tool. 

I recorded low levels of biomass for highly vulnerable species across all villages, 

suggesting these species have already been depleted due to overfishing in Fiji (Jennings 

and Polunin 1996a, 1997; Goetze et al. 2011). These low levels of biomass and a lack in 

the build-up of these species within PHCs suggests that highly vulnerable species such 

as large; groupers, wrasse and parrotfish should be avoided when harvesting PHCs. 

Ideally I would recommend no-take marine reserves to promote the recovery of such 

species (Russ and Alcala 2004; Russ et al. 2005; McClanahan and Humphries 2012), 

however, in areas where the implementation of NTMRs is difficult (Jupiter and Egli 
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2011; Cohen and Foale 2013), bans on catching these species during harvests may also 

promote recovery.  

Despite positive results across a number of PHCs, I consistently observed a significantly 

lower biomass of targeted species within the Nauouo PHC compared to open areas. 

With a closure time of 3 years prior to pre-harvest surveys, this result is primarily due to 

low compliance. During surveys I noted that the PHC boundaries were poorly defined 

(i.e. did not follow identifiable channels in the reef or landmarks) with awareness of 

these boundaries varying between local fishers. In addition, the back reef slope within 

the PHC was located over 2 km from the Nauouo village making enforcement difficult. 

I recommend that PHC boundaries follow clearly identifiable features of the reef or 

landmarks (Edgar et al. 2014), so that fishers are aware of the restrictions. Similar 

problems were observed in the Kiobo PHC, were despite recording pre-harvest benefits, 

a significantly lower biomass of moderate and highly vulnerable species were recorded 

in the PHC after one year of recovery. This suggests that, compliance with the PHC 

restriction may have broken down post-harvest or there was a failure to shut down the 

harvest once objectives were achieved. This highlights a common problem with PHC 

management (Chapter 4; Jupiter et al. 2012), where strict controls are needed for the 

cessation of fishing within PHCs once opened. 

PHCs in Fiji are capable of providing pre-harvest and harvest benefits primarily for low 

to moderately vulnerable species. However, closing PHCs for just one year in most 

cases will provide little benefit to fishers and is not sufficient for the recovery of pre-

harvest benefits required for sustainability of the harvest regime. To identify the precise 

harvest regimes required for sustainability of the PHC strategy, studies over large 

temporal scales of up to decades would be required, as seen with long-term NTMR 

studies (Russ and Alcala 2003, 2004; McClanahan and Humphries 2012). However, 

PHCs are already used commonly across Melanesia, where small-scale fisheries are 

often essential for livelihood, meaning these communities cannot afford such delays in 

management advice that may help sustain these fisheries. Alternative methods such as 

population modelling may provide further insight into the management of PHCs with 

the little empirical data that is currently available. While continued monitoring is 

important, I provide the first recommendation of a minimum closure time (1 year) for 

periodically harvested closures and a recommendation to avoid highly vulnerable 

species during harvests. 
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 CHAPTER 6 – General Discussion 

6.1 Research summary 

Objectives for managing small scale fisheries include maintaining or improving: long-

term sustainable yield; reproductive capacity of fisheries; biodiversity and ecosystem 

function (Jupiter et al. 2014). Poor compliance with strategies that rely on government 

or top-down control has resulted in a reliance on locally managed marine areas, for 

which PHCs are the most common fisheries management strategy (Johannes 2002; 

Foale and Manele 2004; Cohen and Foale 2013). Traditional motivations behind the 

establishment of PHCs involve maximising yields to provide for socioeconomic and 

cultural needs, through increased catch efficiency (Cinner et al. 2005; Cohen and Foale 

2013; Jupiter et al. 2014). More recently, they have been promoted as a tool for 

increasing the productivity of targeted species to achieve both fisheries management 

and conservation objectives, yet there is little empirical evidence to support this. 

My research first shows that diver operated stereo-video most accurately detects the 

impact of fishing within periodically harvested closures (PHCs) (Chapter 2). This 

method provides data on behaviour simultaneous with abundance and biomass estimates 

that can be used to assess the wariness of fishes. I used diver operated stereo-video to 

survey five PHCs in Fiji, directly before and after a harvest event. PHCs consistently 

decreased the wariness of targeted species but were less likely to increase abundance or 

biomass and harvesting resulted in a rapid increase in wariness. These results suggest 

that behaviour is the most sensitive indicator of fishing pressure, followed by biomass 

and then abundance (Chapter 3).  

Result from the five PHCs I surveyed in Fiji were combined with published studies 

across Melanesia, to provide a comprehensive assessment on the effectiveness of PHCs 

to provide short-term fisheries benefits. I found that PHCs in Melanesia are capable of 

providing pre-harvest protection benefits through an increased abundance and biomass 

of targeted fishes, which translates into immediate harvest benefits once opened to 

fishing (Chapter 4). I found that PHCs which are larger, closed to fishing for longer 

periods and enforced strongly, provide greater pre-harvest protection and harvest 

benefits (Chapter 4). Despite the potential for PHCs to build up the abundance and 

biomass of targeted species prior to harvest events, an average of 50% of the targeted 
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fish biomass was removed from PHCs in Melanesia as a result of harvesting (Chapter 4 

and 5). The removal of such a large proportion of fish biomass, suggests that PHCs are 

unlikely to achieve the objective of conserving biodiversity, due to extirpation of highly 

vulnerable species.  

For the harvest regime to remain sustainable, a PHC will need to recover from the 

impacts of a harvest before being re-opened to fishing. I re-sampled the same five PHCs 

across Fiji, one year after being re-closed to fishing. I found that one year of PHC 

closure was insufficient for the recovery of pre-harvest protection benefits and 

harvesting these PHCs would provide little benefit to fishers when compared to areas 

open to fishing (Chapter 5). In addition, pre-harvest protection and harvest benefits were 

primarily observed for species with low and moderate vulnerabilities to fishing, while 

low levels of highly vulnerable species were observed across all PHCs (Chapter 5). My 

research provides the first comprehensive assessment of the ability of PHCs to provide 

short-term fisheries benefits for small-scale fisheries across Melanesia. Finally I provide 

the analytical framework required to assess the ability of PHCs to achieve long-term 

fisheries and conservation benefits in future monitoring programs (Chapter 4). 

6.3 Contribution to scholarship 

Tropical Pacific islands are often rich in marine resources, yet the small-scale fisheries 

that support these communities have been shown to deplete targeted fish stocks, in 

particular large predatory species (Jennings and Polunin 1996b, 1997; Dulvy et al. 

2004). My results suggest these same impacts have occurred across the Vatu-i-ra 

seascape of Fiji, with a low abundance of predatory species recorded in the Kubulau 

District (Chapter 2) and a low biomass of highly vulnerable species (i.e. large; groupers, 

parrotfish and wrasse) throughout the region, despite PHC protection (Chapters 2 & 5). 

PHCs have become the most common form of fisheries management intended to sustain 

small-scale fisheries in Fiji and the broader Melanesia region (Govan et al. 2009; Cohen 

and Foale 2013; Jupiter et al. 2014). PHCs are capable of increasing the abundance and 

biomass of targeted fish prior to harvesting and will therefore provide some short-term 

fisheries benefits to these communities (Cinner et al. 2005; Bartlett et al. 2009a, Chapter 

3,4,5). However, these benefits are unlikely to include species that are highly vulnerable 

to fishing and the impacts of harvesting PHCs will require closure times in excess of 

one year to sustain the harvest regime (Chapter 5). 
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PHCs that are larger, closed for longer periods and well enforced, will provide  greater 

benefits in terms of increased abundance and biomass of targeted species (Chapter 4), 

which is similar to results found in no-take marines reserves,(Claudet et al. 2008; Edgar 

et al. 2014). PHCs will also provide greater benefits when fishing pressure during 

openings is relatively light and infrequent (Cinner et al. 2005; Bartlett et al. 2009a; 

Cohen et al. 2013) and these benefits are relied on more heavily when fishing pressure 

outside is high (Chapter 4). However, these same factors are associated with a greater 

removal of targeted species during harvests, suggesting increased availability of fish can 

lead to overfishing and that strict controls may be needed to ensure PHCs do not remain 

open (Jupiter et al. 2012). The current impact of harvesting PHCs in Melanesia (50% 

removal of biomass; Chapter 5), may require decades to fully recover (Abesamis et al. 

2014), with little evidence of recovery in Fiji, after one year of re-closure (Chapter 5). 

The reduction of these impacts to a 10% removal of biomass and the avoidance of 

species that are highly vulnerable to fishing during harvests may significantly reduce 

recovery time (Abesamis et al. 2014). 

Despite the ability of PHCs to provide some short-term fisheries benefits, a broader 

range of fisheries management strategies are needed for the long term sustainability of 

small-scale fisheries (MacNeil et al. 2015). My results suggest that PHCs are unlikely to 

provide benefits in terms of conservation of biodiversity (Chapters 4 & 5). There is now 

a general consensus that no-take marine reserves  (NTMRs) are the most effective tool 

for conservation of biodiversity (Lester et al. 2009; Edgar et al. 2014; Costello and 

Ballantine 2015), although need to be complemented by standard fisheries management 

to increase fisheries yields (Hart 2006; Buxton et al. 2014). NTMRs are not received 

well in small-scale fisheries due to strong cultural and legislative barriers and 

established reserves are often poorly complied with (Foale and Manele 2004; Crawford 

et al. 2006; Clarke and Jupiter 2010). This is likely the major reason for the promotion 

of PHCs as a replacement for NTMRs and as the primary form of fisheries management 

in Melanesia (Bartlett et al. 2009b; Cohen and Foale 2011; Jupiter et al. 2014). 

However, I identified similar problems with compliance to PHC restrictions (Chapter 

4). NTMRs will be necessary for the conservation of biodiversity and will provide the 

scientific control needed to gain a better understanding of anthropogenic impacts in 

small-scale fisheries (Ballantine 2014; Edgar et al. 2014; Costello and Ballantine 2015). 

Future research should focus on breaking down the legislative and social barriers 

inhibiting the implementation of NTMRs and other fisheries management strategies, 
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rather than relying on PHCs as the primary fisheries management and conservation 

strategy.  

6.2 Management Recommendations  

Despite the need for further targeted studies into the long term implications of PHC 

management, the research presented in this thesis provides important advice and 

guidelines that can be used to assess and improve the ability of periodically harvested 

closures to provide short-term fisheries benefits:  

- Where possible a combination of diver operated stereo-video and baited remote 

underwater stereo-video should be used to monitor PHCs. If this is not possible, 

diver operated stereo-video should be used where herbivorous species are 

primarily targeted and baited remote underwater stereo-video where carnivorous 

species are primarily targeted. 

- Abundance, biomass and behavioural (wariness) data should be collected 

simultaneously using diver operated stereo-video and used to assess the ability 

of periodically harvested closures to increase catchability as well as the 

productivity of targeted species. 

- PHCs will require adequate enforcement to function as a fisheries management 

strategy and are not the solution to poor compliance with standard fisheries 

management and conservations strategies. 

- PHCs should be closed for greater than 1 year before they are re-opened to 

fishing, with evidence to suggest 3 years or more will be required. 

- To prevent overfishing, strict targets for the harvest should be in place prior to 

opening PHCs. 

- The use of gill nets should be avoided when harvesting PHCs, in particular in 
conjunction with fish drives. 

- Fishers should avoid vulnerable species during harvests (i.e. large; groupers, 
parrotfish and wrasse). 

- The previous three recommendations should assist in reducing the proportion of 
biomass removed from PHCs during harvests from the current level of 50%, 
with a goal of 10% to reduce recovery times. 
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6.4 Future research 

The lack of robust empirical data on PHCs is highlighted in Chapter 4 where only 11 

out of 125 studies provided data that were sufficient to answer questions on short-term 

fisheries benefits. In order to answer questions on the long term benefits of PHCs and 

provide more precise recommendations on optimal harvesting regimes, I recommend 

the continued monitoring of existing and newly created PHCs, following the analytical 

framework developed in this thesis. While the collection of long term monitoring data is 

important, communities in Melanesia cannot afford such delays for management advice 

on a strategy that is already used commonly. To address this problem, data presented 

here and in the literature should be combined with theoretical population modelling to 

assess the potential for long-term fisheries benefits. I hope the body of research 

presented in this thesis will provide valuable management advice to the thousands of 

local communities that are currently using PHCs to manage their fisheries, and form the 

basis for further research to produce more detailed management recommendations. 
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Supplement 1:  Summary of outcomes of paired method comparison studies.  Bold text in cells indicates the technique that recorded a greater figure for each of the 
indices. If comparisons did not find a statistical difference they are recorded as being comparable.    

Metric 
UVC vs. DOV UVC vs. BRUV DOV vs. BRUV 

Temperate Tropical Temperate Tropical Temperate Tropical 

Total 
Abundance 

UVC (Tessier et al. 
2013) 

COMPARABLE 
(Holmes et al. 2013) 

UVC (Pelletier et 
al. 2011; this 

study) 
COMPARABLE 
(Holmes et al. 

2013) 

UVC (Stobart et 
al. 2007; Lowry et 

al. 2012) 

UVC (Langlois 
et al. 2006; this 

study) 
 

COMPARABLE 
(This study) 

Species 
Richness 

UVC (Tessier et al. 
2013) 

COMPARABLE 
(Holmes et al. 2013) 

UVC (Pelletier et 
al. 2011; Holmes 

et al. 2013) 
COMPARABLE 

(This study) 

UVC (Colton & 
Swearer 2010; 

Lowry et al. 2012) 
COMPARABLE 

(Stobart et al. 
2007) 

UVC (Langlois 
et al. 2006) 
BRUV (This 

study) 

BRUV  (Watson 
et al. 2005; 

Langlois et al. 
2010)  

BRUV (Langlois 
et al. 2010; 

Watson et al. 
2010; this study) 

Abundance of 
Carnivorous 

Species 

COMPARABLE 
(Holmes et al. 2013) 

UVC (Holmes et 
al. 2013) 

COMPARABLE 
(This study) 

BRUV (Willis & 
Babcock 2000; 
Willis, Millar & 
Babcock 2000; 

Colton & Swearer 
2010; Lowry et al. 
2012; Gardner & 
Struthers 2013) 

BRUV (Langlois 
et al. 2006; this 

study) 

BRUV  (Watson 
et al. 2005; 

Langlois et al. 
2010) 

BRUV  (Langlois 
et al. 2010; 

Watson et al. 
2010; this study) 

Abundance of 
Cryptic Species 

UVC (Holmes et al. 
2013) 

UVC (Holmes et 
al. 2013) 

UVC (Colton & 
Swearer 2010; 

Lowry et al. 2012) 
 

DOV  (Watson et 
al. 2005) 

DOV  (Watson et 
al. 2010) 

Abundance of 
Herbivorous 

Species 
 

COMPARABLE 
(This study) 

UVC (Colton & 
Swearer 2010) 

UVC (Langlois 
et al. 2006)  
UVC (This 

study) 

COMPARABLE 
(Langlois et al. 

2010) 

COMPARABLE 
(Langlois et al. 

2010)  
DOV (This 

study) 
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Supplement 2: List of the species, number taken and fishing method during the harvest of Cakua Naitaga.  

Species 
Fishing Method 

Total 
Handline Speargun 

Naso unicornis  82 82 
Hiposcarus longiceps  67 67 
Lutjanus gibbus 2 15 17 
Parupeneus barberinus  7 7 
Siganus guttatus  1 1 
Plectropomus spp  8 8 
Plectorhinchus chaetodonoides  7 7 
Lethrinus atkinsoni 2 5 7 
Lethrinus obsoletus 2 4 6 
Ctenochaetus striatus  6 6 
Lutjanus bohar 5  5 
Scarus dimidiatus  1 1 
Parupeneus crassilabrus  4 4 
Scarus ghobban  2 2 
Acanthurus xanthopterus   4 
Siganus argenteus  1 1 
Epinephelus polyphekadion 3 1 4 
Naso caesius  3 3 
Cephalopholis argus  2 2 
Epinephelus merra 2  2 
Scarus rivulatus  1 1 
Diodon hystrix   2 2 
Sphyraena qenie 1 1 2 
Naso lituratus  2 2 
Scarus frenatus  1 1 
Epinephelus caeruleopunctatus  2 2 
Ostracion cubicus  1 1 
Sphyraena jello  1 1 
Cheilinus undulatus  1 1 
Carangoides plagiotaenia  1 1 
Scarus globiceps  1 1 
Lutjanus semicinctus 1  1 
Scarus rubrioviolaceus  1 1 
Epinephelus ongus 1  1 
Chlorurus sordidus  1 1 
Parupeneus cyclostomus  1 1 
Kyphosus vaigiensis  1 1 
Carcharhinus amblyrhynchos 1  1 
Scarus oviceps  1 1 
Monotaxis grandoculis  1 1 
Lutjanus fulvus  1 1 
Epinephelus spilotoceps  1 1 
Siganus stellatus  1 1 
Acanthurus lineatus  1 1 
Lutjanus ehrenbergii 1  1 
Total 21 244 265 
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Supplement 3: Results from PERMANOVA on the assemblage composition and abundance of harvested 
species recorded during UVC, DOV and BRUV surveys in response to Harvest (Ha), Status (St), Sites and 
their interactions were repeated using a different dissimilarity matrix (Bray Curtis), as well as different 
levels of transformation. The resulting change if any is shown with the factor it affected when compared to 
the Log 2 based Modified Gower used in the manuscript (shown in bold).  

Factor UVC DOV BRUV 
Bray Modified Gower Bray Modified Gower Bray Modified Gower 

 √ ∜ Lo Lo Log Lo √ ∜ Lo Lo Lo Lo √ ∜ Lo Lo Lo Lo

Harvest - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Status - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Site (St) ** ** *** ** *** ** ** ** *** ** ** ** * * ** ** ** ** 

Ha x St - - - - - - * - * * * - * * * * * * 

Ha x Site ** * ** ** ** * - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 

Supplement 4: Ability to record targeted families 

At a family level the abundance of fish was similar before and after the harvest 

(Harvest: P > 0.25), so data from this factor were pooled to examine the effects of 

Technique and Status. Abundance estimates from the three techniques differed 

significantly for the families Acanthuridae, Carangidae, Lethrinidae, Lutjanidae, 

Serranidae and Siganidae (Table 1). BRUV recorded a significantly greater abundance 

of Carangidae, Lethrinidae and Serranidae than UVC and DOV (Figure 1, Table 1). 

UVC recorded a significantly greater abundance of Lutjanidae than DOV and BRUV 

which were comparable (Figure 1, Table 1). The diver based techniques UVC and DOV 

recorded similar abundances of the families Acanthuridae, Carangidae and Lethrinidae, 

while BRUV recorded significantly less individuals belonging to Acanthuridae (Figure 

1, Table 1). Although DOV and BRUV recorded a greater abundance of Labridae than 

UVC, this varied greatly with Site as indicated by a significant Technique by Site 

interaction (Figure 1, Table 1). UVC and BRUV recorded a similar abundance of the 

family Siganidae, while DOV recorded significantly less than UVC (Figure 1, Table 1). 

No significant differences were recorded between open and PHC areas for any of the 

families (P > 0.05), except for Siganidae where DOV recorded a significantly greater 

abundance within the PHC compared to areas open to fishing (PMC = 0.017, T = 3.946; 

Figure 2). 
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Table S4-1: Results from PERMANOVA for the factors Technique (Te), Status (St), Site (Si), the 
interaction of Technique by Status (Te x St) and Technique by Site (Te x Si) as well as the pairwise 
comparisons between the three techniques UVC, DOV and BRUV. Significant P values are presented for 
the factors and t values for the techniques as indicated by a level of significance (* < 0.05,** < 0.01,*** < 
0.001 or “-“ = Not Significant). 

 Main Factors and Interactions Pairwise Comparisons with Technique 
Family Te St Si Te x 

St 
Te x 
Si 

UVC vs 
DOV 

UVC vs 
BRUV 

DOV vs 
BRUV 

Acanthuridae * - *** - ** - * * 
Carangidae * - * - - - ** * 
Labridae - - *** - *** N/A N/A N/A 
Lethrinidae ** -  - - - * ** 
Lutjanidae * - * - - - - - 
Scaridae - - *** - * N/A N/A N/A 
Serranidae *** - - - - * ** ** 
Siganidae ** - * * - * - - 
 

 

Figure S4-1: The mean abundance of eight commonly targeted families recorded inside and outside the 
Cakau Naitaga PHC by the techniques UVC, DOV and BRUV. Families are grouped by higher 
abundance at the top and lower at the bottom. 
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Supplement 5: Ability of UVC, DOV and BRUV to detect change in the species Plectropomus spp, 
Parupeneus barberinus and Plectorhinchus chaetodonoides harvested inside the PHC. Any significant 
term in the model is displayed on the plot with an asterisk indicating the level of significance for P 
(*<0.05,**<0.01,***<0.001).

 

Supplement 6: Comparison of Time  

The average time to complete one replicate was compared between the three techniques 

in the field and in the laboratory. DOVs collected fish data in the field 8 times faster 

than UVC and 5 times faster than BRUV (using 5 systems) (Table 1). However, 

collating UVC data in the lab took half the time of DOV data and a third of the time of 

BRUV data (Table 1). Overall, UVC is 23% faster than DOV and twice as fast as 

BRUV (Table 1).  

Table S6-1: The time taken in minutes to complete one replicate in the field in the lab and in total for 
UVC, DOV and BRUV. UVC only recorded families thought to be directly impacted on by the harvest so 
the time taken for DOV and BRUV to sample these species only was also compared under the label 
“UVC” species. 

Location 
/Element 

UVC Mean Time.Rep 
(min) 

DOV Mean Time.Rep 
(min) 

BRUV Mean Time.Rep 
(min) 

Species UVC UVC All UVC All 

Field 20 2.5 2.5 12 12 
Lab 21 48 81 69 155 

Total 41 50.5 84.5 81 167 
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Supplement 7: Search terms used during literature search 

Single Terms Combined Terms 

Ra'ui Periodically Harvested Closure 

Bul Customary Closure AND OR Reserve 

Sasi Marine Protected Area 

Rahui Community-based Closure AND OR Reserve 

Raui Rotational Closure 

Seasonal Closure 

Partially Closed 

Temporary Closure OR Reserve 

Periodic Fisheries Reserve 

Periodic Fisheries Closure 

Customary Marine Tenure 

Rotative Closure 

Tabu Area 

Taboo Area 

Tambu Area 

Opening No-take 

Removing No-take 

 

Supplement 8: Table S8-1 and Figure S8-1 showing results for non-targeted species 

 
Table S8-1: Results of tests for model heterogeneity for non-targeted species (* < 0.05, ** < 0.01, *** < 
0.001 or “–” = not significant). Results are only shown if tests for total heterogeneity (Qt) were 
significant.  

Benefit Metric Compliance 

Fishing 
Pressure 
Outside 

PHC 
Harvest 
Effort Size 

Time 
Closed 

Years 
Est. 

Pre-
harvest 

protection 

Abundance - - NA - - - 

Biomass - - NA - - - 

Harvest Biomass - - - ** - - 
Post-

harvest 
protection 

Abundance - - - - - - 

Biomass - - - - - - 
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Figure S8-1: The influence of categorical co-variates on PHC pre-harvest, harvest and post-harvest 
benefits for non-targeted species abundance and biomass. Conceptual diagrams showing the effect size 
calculations are displayed on the left for the pre-harvest Eb (blue), harvest Eh (red) and post-harvest Ea 
(green). Open circles represent results where the 95% confidence interval of the effect size does not 
overlap zero. 
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Supplement 9: Mean biomass per transect for the before, after and one year recovery surveys for targeted 
species and those in the low, moderate and high vulnerability categories. 

Figure S9-1: Mean biomass of harvested species and vulnerability categories (low, moderate and high) 
before, after and 1 year recovery from the harvest across the five villages. 

 


